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chapt;^r I.
IITTRODUCTICN.
A very limited ir^itount of inateria.1 has been collected in Illinois
for tlie period of 1860 and 1861 , relat ive to the subject of slavery tnd
'secession. There is material, but it is fra^jmentary, widely distributed
and difficult to collect. The reasons for this condition are many, but
I shall only attaapt to mention a few of them. First of all, scarcely
any one in the St ate, until within the last ten years,has appreciated
the historical value of the records, the document s , the letters and the
newspaper files, and no suitable place has been prepared for depositing
them. In some county seats where I have gone to investigate, I have
found that the ordinary goods box served as the only vault for these
valuable papers. Careless, ignorant, and unappreciat ive county and state
Officers have treated them as kindling or ordinary v;aste paper. This
llmay be appreciated more when I say that the vote of some counties for;
the fall of 1860 even, cannot be found. Again in some parts of the |
State where the contest wr.s most intense,men for either personal or
political reasons have, since tue War, deliberately destroyed almost
completely, all trace^ of beliefs and conditions that existed during
that period. Thus after nearly fifty years of this kind of vandalism,
the records of the people's ideas on slavery and secession in the
State, are comparatively ^carce. Then too there are some who possess
letters, affidavits and pamphlets which they consider would add nothing
jto their own popularity or to the happiness of others cone eriied, should
ithey submit the Scune for inspection. Thus from these general state-
ments can, perhaps,be appreciated some of the difficulties attendant
upon the collection of source material on this subject.

On the other hand we have certain tangible phases of the slavery
and secession question brought to our laind from a study of the speech-
es, writings and letters of the leading politicians , speculators and
professional men. The politician addressed himself to the public in
general and in indefinite terms,while the lav/yers and writers made
hair splitting distinctions in expressing what they believed to be
the character of the paraxnount issue. The speculators did not say
much on either side,but their views were most frequently registered
by the character of their investment s. The other class to be considered
is the mass of the people or the ordinary voter. Whether his limited 'i
knowledge, prejudice and disposition to follow after his political par-
ty
,
regardless of what it might stand for, caused him to tcike sides and
'express like views, it is difficult to say. Then again when tlie entire
coimtry was at so high a tension and when monentous questions were
suggesting themselves in rapid succession it is hardly fair to credit,
at par, the statonents and ideas that were expressed by this class, nor
should they be discounted too heavily. A distinction should be made
between the classes of ideas as to their historical value,but "Current
Ideas" must include the ideas of all these classes of society.
In this study it is a part of my purpose to show how, at the very
crucial period of 18G0 and 1861 the State was taking careful notice
of all tiiat was transpiring in the other states and at the Federal
Capital. These things played no small role in shaping the opinions of
the people of the State on both sides of the question. To show second-
ly that the position of Illinois was extremely important from the
j
geographical, political and commercial points of vievr and hov/ the ideo.s
in the local communities were shaped to coincide with their particu-
lar interests. And finally to stim^ulate a desire for a more intense

study 01 the ideas respecting slavery and secession in the border
States, in order to determine how much encouragement and assistance
tlie South really received from these States.

5CHAPTER 11,
REVIEV/ OP NATIONAL CONDITIONS 1859-1861,
Before entering Upon a specific treatment of the Fiibj ect of slav-
ery and secession in Illinois, let us consider briefly the status of ||
national affairs which were likely to affect the people of Illinois
j
relative to the subject. It is wholly unthinkable to expect that the
ideas of the society of any one of the spates should be unaffected byi
the political F.ovements of the Nation as a whole. Especially was this
true in the case of the slavery question or any related issue. Between
1850 and 1860 the slavery and secession issue had been dra^i^ed into
every important question affecting the industry,coLjnerce and National
expansion of the entire Nation.
!
Prom the financial standpoint the country was in a.n unsettled
state, just coming out of the great financial depression of 1857. The
"banks were on a fluctuating and unstable basis and the currency was
siibject to depreciation outside of the particular State in which it
was issued. The South, with the invention of the cotton gin,became com-
J.
mercially superior and with the increased demand for cotton,the slave
came to have a money value. There was an alluring opportunity for the
i|
northern merchants to collect the products from the North and sell
|
than to the South and in turn buy cotton and send it to the New Eng-
land States to be manufactured. European merchants were also anxious
to carry on trade relations with the South. Thus at the beginning of
this period, J udging from the commercial point of view, the South seem
-J
ii
Jed to have precedence over the North, Bryant realized that the com-
:^^^^^ial interests of the country were demanding the primary attention
I
mer^
of the people of the North,when he wrote, that the "Union Savers"
LitJJhadwiGk, Causes of the Civil War^ Vol.XIX.Amer.Nat ion Series, p. 8.

lude a pretty large body of coramercial men. As long as coirimerce
was good there was no distrust of the Nation's credit and there was
no marked decline in Federal honds until 1861 when they fell to 80
1
and never rose above par during that year. This condition had its ef-
ey
feet on the mon ed interests notwithstanding they may ha.ve been loyal
unionists, ^
II
The ethical side of the slavery question was gradually being em-
phasized through the agencies of the church and the Abolition writers
and speaker;% In the North txie feeling was growing, that slavery was a
sin while in the South the institution was being considered more and
more asdivine. The South was quite willing that the North should hold
their view of slavery,but strongly opposed their trying to force them
to the same conclusion, I think Congressman Brown of Mississippi, ex-
pressed the feeling of the South when he said, "for myself I regard j
slavery as a great blessing, religiously ,morally , socially and politi-
2 I
cally, " It is quite probable that the great miajority of the people,
North and South, regarded slavery as no great wrong morally until after
the church in the North had declared it to be a sin, and then the peo-
jple both within the church and without it began t-aking sides, with the;
North or South, in proportion as they interpreted slavery to be morally
l
wrong. The church then had its part in shaping the opinions of the
|
pi;iblic,for congregations v/ere divided and worshiped in distinctly sepi-
arate places and taiJght a distinctly different doctrine regarding sla-
II
very,
||
The greatest factor in crystalizing ideas was
,
perhaps , the Lianeu-
vers of the various political parties and the principles set forth in
- -00
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1, Merchants and Bankers Almanac. 1863. Page 82,
2, Congressional Globe, Part I, page 258,

the platforms upon which the leaders of such parties proposed to
stand, in soliciting the peoples support. Could it have been possible
Ito have constructed platforms so as to hiave penaitted the people to
vote directly for or against slavery and secession, the question would
not have been so difficult. But designing politicians would not per-
mit of that. There were differences which seemed irreconcilable, among
!the constituents of both the leading parties. These difficulties were
increased by coiiflicting opinions as to what was the Constitutional
right of Congress to intervene in the extension of slavery or the re-
covery of runaway slaves. There was dissatisfaction with the decis-
ions of the highest Court in regard to the repeal of tixe Missouri com-
promise, the decision of the Dread Scott case and the fugitive Slave
I
Law. Among the Democrats there were conflicting opinions arising out
of the indefinite policy of Buchanan's Adininistrat ion and the Republi-
cans were undecided as to the advisability of holding, that Congress
had the ripht to control slavery in the territories. All these things
II
made platform building a most difficult task. Time, however, forced a
decision. At the Democratic convention at Charleston we see that par-
ty divided and adjourn v/ithout making a platform and of course with-
out nominating a presidential candidate,but they raised questions
which were debs^ted by the people until the election in November 1860,
The Republicans were more successful in smothering their differences
in the Chicago Convention. Y^t the people were very far from being
i unanimous on either side. This is most clearly shown from the popular
vote for president in 1860 of which Lincoln received 1, 857 , 610 ;Doug-
'
;las,l,291,574;Breckinridge,850,082;and Bell, 646 , 124,vdiich shows that
Lincoln received 930,170 votes less than his opponents. Now that the
election was over and there still existed so much discontent , the

slavery and secession questions were Liore vital tha,n ever. The Repub-
lican victory wa.s sufficient to win many to the Union cause,but there
was much to encoura^^e the defeated party. Both houses of Coni:iress
could be controlled by them. Seven of the nine Supreme Jud^jes were
Democrats and the South wae , on the whole, prosperous and gaininc
strength very rapidly.
The South was really preparintj to carry out her plans of seces'
sion which she declared she would do in the event of the election of
a "Black Republican." South Carolina seceded on the twentieth
of Dec-
ember 1860 and by the first part of February five stP-tes had seceded.
Now that both North and South persisted in holdint:' out for their prin-
ciples
,
compromise was found to be impossible. On this point Mr.Graw-
ford of Georgia said, "to talk of compromise upon this subject of sla-
very is worse than folly. This question has resolved itself at
least
into a question of slavery and disunion, or no slavery and Union."
With these conditions prevailing, peacable separation was conceded to
be impossible.
The next event which had a great effect on the ideas of the peo-
ple was the firing on Fort Suiii.ter on the twelfth of April 1861, By
this act thousands of liberal Democrats and Republicans were immedi-
ately transformed into strong supporters of the Union, Judging from
the nature of the Inaugural addresses of Presidents Lincoln and Davis,
the call for troops was the next thing to be expected,but still many
men of the North had not yet decided which cause they would espouse.
On the sixteenth of February 1860 ,Mr, Ho lines wrote a letter to Mr.Mot-
ley in which he said, "the uncertainty of opinions of men, I had almost
said principles, from the unpracticable abolitionist as bent on total
--C0--
1. Congressional Globe. Part I, page 36. Cong,P. 163.

separation from tjie Soutli,as Carolina is on secession from tlie Nortla,
to the HuTxker or siibmissionist or whatever you choose to call
the
wretch who would sacrifice everything and beg the South* s pardon
for
it vou find all shades of opinions in our streets." People
offending
who lived in the extreme Nortn or extreme South had arrived at
pretty
definite conclusions long before this succession of events,but those |
of the border and neighboring northern states were affected one
way
or the other by each of the events above cited.

CHAPTER III.
CO]!lDITIONS IN ILLINOIS AITECTING THE IDEAS OF
THE PEOPLE CONCEBNIITG SLAVEFQT.
The geograpliical position of Illinois has had a great deal to do^
with involving it so deeply in the question of slavery and secession.
In length the State extends through 5°34« of latitude or 388 miles.
At the north it lies in the saine latitude as Boston while at the ex-
treme South it is in the latitude of Richmond and the difference in
the average temperature between the two extremes is eleven degrees.
1
!j
The State is 212 miles wide,with an area of 55,405 square miles. Ill-
inois is surrounded hy five spates, two of which held sle.ves in 1860,
2
Kentucky which had 225,483 and Missouri with 114,931.
Illinois was the most resourcefiil State carved out of the North
West Territory. In 1860 there were 13,096,374 acres of improved and
3
7,815,615 acres of unimproved fam land valued at $408,9 44,033. There
were 40,000 sqxiare miles of coal lands in the State, although of the
less than 1,000,000 tons of coal which v/as consumed in the State in |
4
1860,more than one-half of it was imported. On accoimt of this ex-
it remely valuable asset of agricultural land, the State had risen to
i
^
[the fourth place in population and wealth. It was alriiost girdled, by
navigable lakes and rivers. Fifty-two of the one hundred and two
countief^ were touched by these streams v/hich flowed south and conse- j
6 •
quently the produce was being transported by boats to southern markets.
The amounts of the farm product s ,were almost fab ulcus, for Buch a
comparatively new State, and tnere was a great demand for better and a
I
--00
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1. Annual Cyclopedia, 1861, Vol. I , page 367.
2. Eighth Census of the United States, Vol,III.
3. Annual Cyclopedia, I86I.V0I. I , pages 34-37,
4. Chicago Press and Tribune. Decemb er, 29th, 1861.
5. Moses, Illinois-Historical and Statistical. Vol. II ,pa{Z;e 628.
j6. R.P.Porter, The V/est. Page 157. |

more rapid means of transit. There were in 1860 twenty-tliree lines of
rail road, varying in length from four to seven hundred and thirty-
seven miles, and an aggregate of 2,912 miles. Most of these roads con-
nected with Chicago and other down State towns. The Illinois Central
which v/as completed in 1856 was the only railroad connection between
extr^ne southern towns and couinties and the northern part of the
State. Some idea may be had as to the amount of traffic,when the re-
ceipts from this road alone, in 1859, amounted to |2, 114, 448 and this
2
was 1179,517 less than in 1857. Up to 1858 the most of the trade had
been going to Cairo, St Louis and Cincinnati as they were more accessi^-
ble markets for a larger nuiiiber of the producers,but by 1861 it was
quite difficult to detemine v/hether a larger percent of the trade
was going north or Bouth.
As to the manufacturing capacity of the State, it had reached no
great proportions,but it was rapidly increasing. There were at this
time however 4,286 manufacturing establishments with an invested cap-
ital of 127,548,563. They were annually consuming |35,558,782 worth
of raw material and employing 22,489 men at an annual cost of $7,637,
921. Of the twenty-eight leading occupations in the State, in which
there were one thousand or more employees, the farmers constituted the
largest number, 153, 646. It is interesting to note that at this time
5 i[
there were 52,469 common laborers and 25,646 servants. ]
'I In considering the financial condition of the State it is reason-
able to conclude tha,t those \mo held southern securities would be af-
fected at least to the extent of the money consideration. In 1860, be-
fore the crash of secession cajne, there v/ere 110 solvent State banks,
--00—
1. United States Census, 1860. Volume on Miscelleneous ,page 330.
2. Hunt's Merchants Magazine, Vol.XLII.
3. Annual Cyclopedia. Vol.V ,page 367. ^
4. United State.s Census. Volume on Manufacturing, page lOG.
;[5. ibid, page 104. .

with an average circulat ion, of $12, 320 , 694, founded upon |9, 527, 500 ||
worth of securities issued hy Missouri,Tennessee, Virginia, Louisiana,
North Carolina, South Carolina,Georgia and Kentucky, and by 1861 they
'had depreciated |2, 643, 550. Only |595,500 worth of these southern se-
curities were held by hanks north of a line paralell with Springfield,
while all of the $1,289,854 worth of Ohio , Iowa,Michigan,Minne£ota and
New York securities were hela by these hanks. These conditions show,
in a measure, why part of the State favored the South and part the
North, The State debt was, on the thirtieth of Noveniber 1861, $10, 346,
3
\
017.06 .
The total population of Illinois in 1860 was 1,711, 951, of which
4
number only 706,925 were native bom Illinoisans. There were ii^irrd-
grants from thirty-eight States and from at least thirty-four differ-
5
ent foreign countries. The following tables show the birthplace oi
those who had imrriigrated to Illinois:
State of birth. Nimiber,
Alabama. 1,565 I
Connecticut. 11,192
1
In liana. 6 2,010
''Iowa. 4,948
Kentucky 60,193
Maine. 7,475
Maryland. 10,476
Massachupetts. 19,053
Michigan, 5,516
Missouri. 12,394
I^Nev/ Hajripohire. 7,868
Nev.r Jersey. 15, 474
New York. 121,508
North Carolina. 13,597
Ohio. 131,887
Pennsylvania. 83,625
Rhode Island. 2,252
South Ca.rolina. 3,223
Tennes-^eo. 39,112
--00—
1. Reports to t.ie General Arsorrnoly ,1661. Vol. I, pages 102-286.
2. Ibid,pages 284-286.
3. ibid,page 427.
4. United State?* Census Report, Volume on Population, 1860.Page 104.
5. ib id.

state of birtli. Number,
Vemont. 18,253
Virginia. 32,978
Wisconsin, 4,771
^ ^ t j.
.
The nuiiTbers from otlier States represented in the Illinois population
varied from 31 from Oregon to 988 from Louisiana.
Country of 'birtii. Number.
B ritisli America, 20,132
J' ranee, 9,493
England, 41,745
Germany, 130,804
Holland, l,4l6
Ireland, 8 7,b73
Norway. 4,891
Scotland. 10,540
Sweden. 6,470
Switzerland, 5,748
Wal e s , » ^2^
The remaining twenty-three nationalities varied from 3 from China to
712 from Denmark,
There were 7,628 negroes and mulattoes,b ut they were more nuiuerous im
the larger towns and cities than in the rural districts. The interests
of so heterogeneous a population were certain to vindicate themselves
repeatedly during the period of 1860 and 1861. Governor Yates re- I
f erred to this condition in his inaugural,when he said, "as to our own
State we are closely allied in origin, in kindred, in civilization and
in destiny with many of the best of both the free and slave States
and though young in years we have learned to be proud of our origin
1
and our neighbors and sister States," It can be readily seen that cit-
izens v/hose relatives, property and financial interests were in the
slave States, would sympathize with the South.
In the promotion of education, the State was no less active than
1
in other lines. In 1860 there were being maintained 9,162 common2
schools, 590 private schools, 294 graded schools, 18 colleges and 854
3
!libraries, containing 244,394 volumes. Besides these there were the
idaily and weekly papers and magazines and other periodicals, so that
--00—
1. Inaugural Address of Governor Yates-Life,by L.W.Reavis ,page 23,
2, Report to the General Assembly ,1861. Vol. II, page 87.
,3. United States Census, 3.8^0. Vol \;me on Mortality and Miscellaneous,

all who desired, could acquire at least, a meager knowledge of
affairs.
The daily papers in the State in 1860 issued 38,100 copies and the
weekly papers 282,997 copies annually. But in the face of all
tnis,
||
there were 59,364 illiterates in the State of whom only 19,616
were
foreigners and 1,327 were free colored. It was the illiterate
and ig-
norant classes who were misled by unprincipled men in regard
to cer-
tain issues which grew out of the slavery and secession
question and
were incited to commit unreasonable and unjustifiable acts.*
||
We now come to the consideration of the early precedents of
sla-
very in Illinois. Notwithstanding Mr.Trurribull said, "that slavery
as
such never existed in the State,and although the ordinance of 1787 j
prohibited it, yet we know, that traffic in slave property did exist
in
4
Illinois even as late as 1853. The popular vote for Governor in 1824
showed that there was a small majority that was unwilling for Illi-
'
5
nois to be made a slave territory. So that in considering slavery and
secession in Illinois, it is to be clearly understood, to begin with,
i-that Illinoisans did not desire slavery introduced in tlie State,but
that the subject applies only to how the people felt towards the
South who favored and the North who opposed slavery and secession,**
--00—
Judge Douglas spoke of this class to a friend upon leaving Congress
in 1854 when he said, "I shall be assailed by demagogues and fanatics
thereCin 111. )without stint or moderation. Every opprobrious epithet
will be applied to me. I shall probably be hung in effigy in many
places." 6 This very thing did occur.
** Mr.Trumbull speaks of the feeling in this respect. He said, the
State in which I reside has in it hundreds and thousands and tens of
thousands of people from the slave holding states. They want no sla-
very and I suppose if the question were to be subiuitted to the citl-|
z ens* of Illinois tomorrow, whether slavery should be introduced there,
although there are thousands of voters from Maryland,Virginia,Kentucky,
Tennessee and North Carolina, I do not suppose it would get one vote
in 10,000 in the State. 7
1. U.S. Census, I86O.V0I. on Mortality and Mi seel.Page 32^.
2. ibid,page 508. 6. Sparks,Ill.Hist.Collections page
5.
3. Cong. Globe. No, I, page 919. 7; Cong. Globe , 1860. No. I , page jy,
4. Harris, Negro Servitude in 111,P. 206.
il
5. Report of Sec^f Stat 6^ 1822,^ _

15
The statutes of 1845 discriminated very specifically a^-ainst the ne-
gro. He was excluded by these statutes from the courts , either as a
plaintiff or defendant , and in no case whatsoever could he serve as a
1
witness. Slaves coimnitting offences were punished as in the South,by I
2
whipping. The statutes of Illinois recognized the right to hold slaves
3
and the right of slave masters to recover their slave property, in
4
jicase of runaways,and this was not all, for those responcible in any
way ior the escaping slaves were subject to a penitentiary sentence
5
of not less than one not more than seven years, No slave was allowed
6
II
to be on any other plantation than his owners ,v/ithout permission, upon
pain of receiving ten stripes on his bare back. On the question of |l
free negroes in the State, the statutes were even more exacting. They
specified that no black or ir4uilatto person should be in this State, un-
til such person shall produce to tne Coimty Commissioners* Court,
where he or she is desirous of settling, a certifica.te of his or her
freedom, ViTbich certifica>te shall be duly authenticated in the saiiie
manner that is required to be done, in cases arising under the acts
and judicial proceedings of other states. And until such person shall
give bond, with sufficient security, to the people of this State, for i
the use of the proper county, in the penal sixm of $1000 , conditioned
that such person will not, at any time,become a charige to said county
of this State as a poor person and that such person shall at all
times, demean himself in strict conformity with the laws of this State,
that now or hereafter may be enacted, the solvency of said security
j
shall be approved by said clerk. The clerk shall file the said bond
l|
—00
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1, Laws of Illinois, 1845, Page 237,
2, ibid, page 389.
3, ibid, page 154.
4, ibid, page 180,
5, ibid, page 159,
16^^ ibid,pa.ge 160,
i
and if said bond in any condition thereof he broken tlie whole penalty
j
shall become forfeited. The clerk shall also make an entry of the cer-
tificate so produced and endorse a certificate on the original certif-
icate so produced, stating the time the said bond was approved and filr
ed,and the name and description of the person producing the sarrie;af- i|
ter which it shall be lawful for such negro to reside in the State,
and any not having such a certificate shall be considered as runaway
j
2 ^
slaves. No social privileges were allowed the slaves araong themselves*
and they were of course excluded from all social relations with other
4
.
.
II
people, Negroes v/ere further legislated against by statute forbidding
any person to release them in this State on pain of a |100 fine for
5
I
each one released,and any slave found ten miles from the tenement of
his master could be taken by the justice of the peace and whipped not
6
exceeding thirty-five stripes. A fine of |500 was imposed on any per-
son who would harbor or secrete any negro slave of the State or any j
other State, or prevent the lav/ful owner from taking them in a lawful
7
manner. This was the character of the Black Laws of Illinois which
were not observed to the letter in 1860,but public opinion was not
strong enough to force the Legislature to repeal them, I
On the side of the Constitution there is another precedent. In 1
1860 the people of Illinois were still under the Constitution of 1848
and continued so until 1870, The Constitution declared that all men
—00
— !
• eg, Slaves were not allowed to meet together in ajiy capacity, off
their master's plantation and if any master allowed as many as three
negroes to assemble in one of his buildings to dance, he was subject '
to a fine. 8
.oOo. i
1, Laws of Illinois, 1845, Page 387,
2, ibid, page 388,
3, ibid, page 389,
4, ibid,pagp 353.
5. lb id, page 389.
6. ibid, page 390,
7. ibid, page 180, 8, Revised Statutes, 1845. Page 389.

-—= = ___
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L#re created equal and enco ved with the inalienable rights of life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness and of acquiring property,but
from the other clauses of the instrument it is clear that the negro
was ahsolutely excluded, socially and politically. He can scarcely be
said, in any way, to be included in the phrase, 'all men'. It is true
that the Constitution declared ti^at neither slavery nor involuntary
servitude should exist in this State except as punisiirnent for crii/ie
2
whereof the party should have been duly convicted. But the negro was
3 4
denied the right of suffrage,he did not pay poll tax,nor could he en-
5
ter the malitia. It was within the power of the Legislature to proiiib-
6 11
it free persons of color from migrating to and settling in the State,
and to prevent the owners of slaves from bringing them into the Stat©
for the purpose of setting them free. Hor was the negro counted in
|
apportioning the number of state representatives ejid senators. There
was a desire to change from this kind of a Constitution,but the draft
which was made by the members of the Constitutional Convention of
|
1862, contained no marked changes and of course it was rejected when
siibmitted to a popular vote.
Illinois v/as becomming important in ational politics. The State
was divided into nine congressional districts in 1860. Four of them
were represented by Republicans , four by Democrats and one by a Whig,
but in 1861 the State was redistricted and thirteen districts were
formed. The United States senatorial honors were likev;ise divided be-
tween the two dominant parties. There was quite a large number of
--00
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1. Constitution of Illinois , 1848. Article XIII, section 16,
2, ibid,ArticleXIIJsection 16,
3. ib id,Art.VI, sec, 1.
4, ibid,Art . IX, sec.l.
!j5, ibid,Art, VIII , sec, 1.
6, ibid,Art.XIV.
;|7. ibid,Art. Ill, sec, 6,

able politicians in the State wno were to distinguish themselves in
the next few years. The political contest which attracted so much at-
tention throughout the country in 1860 really "began in Illinois in
1858,between tv/o of her favored sons ,Abrahsa;) Lincoln ajnd Stephen Ar-
nold Douglas, in the race for the United States senatorship, Douglas ,
was elected,but there are tv/o tilings to be noted in connection with
that cajjipaign. First it showed, from the decrease in tiie Democratic
j
vote, that the majority of the people favored the political revolution
which was talcing place in the State, Second, the speeches of Mr.Lin-
coln in the joint debates popularized him in the eyes of the nation
and made it possible for him to become a presidential candidate in
1860. In the fall of 1858 the head of the Republican party ticket re-
ceived 121, 430, while the Douglas Democrats polled 121,609 and the 1
Buchanan Democrats counted only 5,071 votes.
There was perhaps no one business enterprise which exerted so
strong a political influence in the State, over the elections of 1858
and 1860, as the Illinois Central Railroad. The stockholders of this
road were northern men and all the employees were Union men. V/hen
this road was built, in 1856, the north-eastern part of the State was
|
very sparcely settled,but before 1860 this section was settled by peo-
ple in full sympathy with the North, I
Had Seward been a little less aniti-slavery in expression, he
|
would no doubt have been nominated at the Chicago Convention, But so
essential to success was the political influence of Illinois , that
|
Lincoln was nominated instead. Up to 1860 Illinois iiad never given an
electoral vote to any other than a Democratic candidate for president.
The Abolitionists of the State and most of the Whig element went v/ith
the Republican party. On the other hand, the Democrats divided their
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vote among Douglas ,B ell, tL.e Gon?titutional Union nominee, and B recken-
ridge,the southern Democratic nominee. Tlie leaders knew that tlie peo-
ple were almost evenly divided. In the final vote in 1860 Illinois
gave Lincoln 172, 161 ;Do\;iglas 160,215;Bell 5,015;and Breckenridge
"
1
2,3S2 votes. This showed the Republicans to be victors by 4,599 maj-
ority.
In the election of State officers the Republicans were equally
successful, m 1860 in electing Richard Yates as Governor. They also ,
held the majority both in the House and Senate. But nevertheless the f
defeated minority was too large to be disregarded. It is this minority
that gives rise to the study of the subject of slavery and secession
[
in Illinois.
V/hen the Legislature met, in regular session in 1860 at Spring-
field, the members appreciated the condition in the Sta,te and with an i
ardent desire for the preservation of the Union and the restoration
of peace, they entered their protest against emy action of tlie General
Assembly )«toich would deny to almost one-half of the people of the
State a representation in a conference, the result of which involved
2
not mere party rights but a common destiny. They further resolved .
"that it is the promoting of patriotism and the dictate of wisdom to
make an earnest effort to save the Union by conciliation and concession
and therefore in the spirit of com.promise we are willing to accept
tnc amendments to the Constitution proposed in the United States Sen-
ate by Senator Douglass or by Crittenden or the Border State proposi-
tion or any other by which harmony may be restored. We entreat the
j
ji
Federal Government and Seceeding States to withhold military power, H
3
We deny the constitutional right of any State to secede. On the second
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or February 1861 Governor Yates appointed five coimiiissioners as dele-
gates to represent Illinois in tiie Peace Conference which con-vened at
Washington. When compromise had failed and war was inevitable, the Leg-
islature resolved that "the faith, credit and resources of the State,
both in men and money,be pledged to any an'.ount and every extent wliich
the Federal Government may demand, to subdue the rebellion, to enforce
the laws, to protect the lives and property of the people and to
main-
tain inviolate the Constitution and the sovereignity of the Nation!"
They even went further and passed "an act to prepare the State of Ill-
inois to protect its own territory, repel invasion and render efficient
and prompt assistance to the United States if demanded." This act
3
passed the Senate by a vote of 14 to 11.
V/hile these statements show the general feeling of tlie people
of the State it seems best,because of the different coMnunity inter-
ests, to divide the State into three divisions , the northern, the cen-
tral and the southern, and discuss the "Current Ideas" of each divi-
sion separately. This division is made on the basis of the presiden-
tial vote of 1860 and it will be further justified by the ideas of
the majority of the people on slavery and secession as far as they
show that they were based on ethnic and economic grounds. The map on
the following page shows the divisions as they will be treated.
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C H A P T E R V.
IDEAS RESP"^CTING SLAVERY AMD SECESSION
III ITORTHERH ILLINOIS.
Tiie first or northern section, included the first thre congress-
ional districts or twenty-nine counties. It was populated by limd-
grants, either native or foreign bom, the former came almost exclusive
ly from New England, Indiana,Wisconsin,Ohio and New York, and the lat-
ter consisting largely of Gennans and Irish. This fact v/as one of the
strong ties which bound this part of the State to the Union cause. By
1860 the German element was thoroughly Republican and the greater
part of the American bom population had been Whig, through a long
line of ancestors and since almost all the V/higs voted with the Repub
licans,the northem section was overwhelmingly Republican, About six-
ty percent of the people lived in the seventeen prosperous towns, Chi
1
cago alone had a population of 109,260. Since the most of the people
lived in cities and towns they were penaitted, through the newspapers,
to know more about affairs than they were in some parts of tlie State.
Chicago was the corcmercial,f inane ial,man\jfacturing and political cen-
tre and as she progressed the entire body of counties were more or
less advanced. The land was productive and the people energetic ,but
Chicago had only been made an accessible market place after the con-
struction of the various lines of railroad connectin^i with smaller
towns and the surroimding country, for there were no navigable rivers
flowing to Chicago on which goods could be transported. However by
1860 there is good reason to believe that all the surplus products of
the northem part of the State and perhaps the most of those of the
central section silso were coming into the Chicago market and from
--00—
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there to the eastern markets by way of the lakes. In 1856 the com
1 '
shipped to Chicago amounted to 11,888,398 bushels. The amount of the
^
11
traffic on the Illinois and Michigan canal in 1858 was |197,171. 31 ,
LAnd the total amount of grain delivered to Chicago markets in 1861
3
liras 33, 214, 294 bushels. This rapid growth of commerce, through Chica^^o,
.with the eastern markets ,bound northern Illinois closer to t>T.e North
each year until in 1860 they were more thajn willing to stand by the
j
Union in order that their trade rela.tions might not be interrupted,
j
They wanted whatever promised or seemed to promise a continuation of
this relation. It is true that they thought this would be most likely
to obtain under the. administration of the Republican party and thus
iwe see that the eight delegates from this section, at the Chicago con-
ji
4 «
vention were all favorable to Mr. Sev/ard for president until it was
Ithoiight he could not carry New Jersey , Indiana,Pennsylvania ajid Illi-
i
jjnois,because of his strong anti-slavery proclivities and tiien they
j
gladly and whole heartedly supported Mr.Lincoln. Each of the entire
group of the twenty-nine coimties gave Mr,Lincoln a majority varying
5
from 87 to 4,743 and his total majority in this section was 39,239,
|
Had it not been for the fourteen most northern counties of the State,
Mr.Lincoln could not have carried the State. It is also interesting
Ij
to note that each of tlie fourteen counties except Jo Daviess and Ste-
phenson, v/hich had a good market on the Mississippi river, gave Mr.Lin-
coln not less than lOCO majority, and that out of the other fifteen
counties there v/ere only four that gave him a majority of 1000 or
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,more. It can said of the people generally throu^ho^t tiie State,
that in the election of 1860, they did not take into consideration the
candidate individually ,hut the success of the party was the predomi- '!
nant idea. However the politicians on either side wielded a strong
influence over their constituents.
The National politicians who resided in this district or v/ere
interested in it ,f inane ially and politically , were Senators Douglas
and TrunhulljCongressmea Elihu B .Washhume,John J'.Farnsworth and Owen
Lovejoy, All these men were unionists and Douglas was the only excep-
tion among them to anti-slavery. In this respect Do\;iglas differed wide
ly from the other political leaders in this section, for he was as
strong pro-slaveiy, under certain conditions, as he was a unionist. Mr.!
Douglas? was the most prominent name among those just mentioned and
j
r
one whose ideas may he taken as representative of the minority party
on the subject of slavery and secession. He was the leading exponent !j
I
of "State Sovereignity"* *and he said that "he thought his views were
1
in harmony with three-fourths of the people," He emphasized that the H
decision of the Supreme Court in the Dred Scott case was perfectly
Just and emphatically declared that unless the people stood by the
j
court* s decision, the whole republican system of government v/ould he
destroyed, Mr.Douglas gave expression to his views concerning slavery
--00—
* It may be well to keep in mind that Douglas was a native of Ver-
mont but his wife was the only daughter of Col,Robert Martin of Rock-
ingham County,N,C, 2
** Greely said "Douglas is Free Soil enough for me". 3
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and secession at various places and under varying conditions but they
were always consistent with his idea of 'Popular Sovereignity',*
Messrs Truin"bull,Famswortii** ,and Lovej oy***looked on slavery as
a great sin and even laid this sin to the charge of the Democrats,but
it seems clear that Judge Douglas never thought of slavery from the
moral standpoint. He said that those who felt so deeply for the negro
1
II
were too far away from him to know what his status was, and that only
those who lived in the border states, for example, southern Illinois,
/Indiana, Ohio and Pennsylvexia bordering on Maryland, understood the
negro's condition. "There the civilities of society are constantly
interchanged and there you will find them standing by each other like
a band of "brothers. But Just in proportion as the people are ignorant
Ii0f the facts, just in that proportion party leaders can impose on
their sympathies and honest prejudices," Douglas even went as far as
to class the n^ro v/ith the "brute animals for he said "why not make
it a crime to run off fugitive elaves as well as to run off horses or
o
any other property", Mr.Douglas further explained why the people of
Illinois and especially those of the northern section v;ere Abolition-
ists when he said, "we in Illinois tried slavery while we were a ter-
ritory and found it was not profitahle and hence we turned philanthro-
i|
pists and abolished it, Just as our British friends ©.cross the ocean
* --00
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Douglas said "I look forward to the time when each State ehall be
allov/ed to do as it pleases. If it chooses to keep slavery forever
it is not my business,but its own. If it chooses to abolish slavery
it is its own business not mine. I care more for the great principle
of self government than I do for all the negroes in Christendom." 4
** Famsv/orth hoped that God might grant him to see the day that
i
slavery would be abolished in America. 5
*** Lovejoy classed slaver^'' as a sin with robb ery ,pir8.cy and polygamy
and enslaving of inferior humans was the doctrine of Democrats and
irGardintr,Life of Douglas.Page 206. ^' Congressional Glohe,1859.
2. Congressional Glob e, 1860.Page 559. ^ >P^®, ^fX'.r -r
3. ibid,page 558. ibid, 18dO.No. I ,p^a.je 437,
|4. ibid, 1859.Part III, page 2152.
,

iidid." In other words the slavery question with Mr.Douglas was purely
la question of political economy, to be detemined by climate,by soil,
f
!by production,by self interest and hence the people to be affected by
by it were, he said, the most impartial jury to try tlie fact whetiier
their interests required them to have it or not. Personally, he said
that it made no difference to him whether a state had slavery or not
land any who were Abolitionists were such only because their economic
interests v/ere not involved. "If I were a citizen of Louisiana I
|
|would vote for retaining and maintaining slavery ,because I believe
the good of that people v/ould require it, as a citizen of Illinois I
'
jam utterly opposed to it,because our interests would not be promoted
i
3
by it."
Mr.Douglas lamented the fact that the negroes were in the United,
States and he opposed the traffic in slaves, and declined to accept
the nomination for president if the revival of the African slave
trade was to become a principle of the Democratic party and in a let-
ter to Mr.Penton he declared that he was opposed to the revival of
[
4
the trade in any form and under any circumstances. Douglas knew that ,
I
to free the negroes, meant to give them political and social liberty
as well and tiiis was extremely irritating to him.* It may be all 1
righ^ ,he sail, to grant the negro protection in his civil rights, life
and property, but never should he have political and social equa,lity
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witii tlie white man. "I would not let one of the negroes, free or slave,
either vote or hold office anywhere, where I had tlie right, under tiie
Constitution to prevent it."
While these statements show Judge Douglas » attitude toward slav^
ery^as it existed, he was a strong supporter of the Union at all cost?
Even oefore the election when he heard the returns from the Pennsyl-
vania state election he said to his private secretary ,"Mr.Lincoln is
1
the next president,we must try to save the Union, "and he immediately
turned his attention to the South. He spoke in Kentucky ,Missouri ,Geor-
gia and Alabama and he never failed to aver his desire for preserving
the Union,** He did not think tliere was any grievance tliat could jus-
tify disunion and when he learned that there was some doubt whether
Southern Illinois would go with Mr.Lincoln, in coercing the southern
j
states, he went to Springfield and addressed the Legislature and uinged
them to stand by the Union.*** Douglas no doubt saw, earlier thsm any j
other man of the North, what the intention of the South was and he
I
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* Early in September Douglas told Wilson and Burlingame that he be-
lieved the Union was in danger and that he v/ould make any personal
sacrifice to preserve it and that if the withdrawing of his name from
the ticket would defeat Mr.Lincoln,he would do it at once. 2 l|
** VAien asked at Norfolk ,Va.V/hether the election of Lincoln would
justify secession of the South, he said I emphatically answer no. In
other words I think tlie president whoever he may be should treat all
attempts to break up the Union as 'Old Hickory' treated the nullifiers
in 1832. 3
.
-,
*** In speaking to the j oint assembly of the Illinois Legislature,Mr.
Douglas said "I had supposed it was a fundimental principle of Ameri-
can institutions that the will of the maj ority, constitutionally speak-
ing, should govern. Allow me to say to my former political enemies ,310
u
will not be true to your country if you seek to make politicaJ. capital
out of these disasters ; and to ny old friends, you will be false and |
unworthy of your principles if you allow political defeat to convert
you into traitors to your National land. The shortest way to peace is
the most stupendious and unanimous preparations for war. Whoever is
not prepared to sacrifice party organization and platforms on the »
Alter of his country does not deserve the support: and confidence of
honest people." 4
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lused all his ability in trying to conciliate thern both by amendments
and by compromise,* 1
It was truly a ^reat loss as well as a grief to tlie State and j
Nation when on tlae third of June 1861,Judge Dou^^las' soul passed out,
for it seemed just at that time so noble a life was aHjaiost indispensi-
^le,
In most cases the ideas of the state politicians of the northern
section, on slaver^'- and secession were found in the editorial coluirins |i
of the party orKans,in sentiment if not in exact words. In this section
of the State the term Democrat and Republicaxi was not intended to con-
vey the idea of Union or Non-union, for nearly all voters were Union |
men. However there were some Democrats of the northern district whose
zeal for the Union had slackened on account or the political decapi-
tation under the new administration. The Republican leaders wanted to
leave the impression that the party issues had been put in the back-
ground, since all desired to put down the rebellion and that they had
; ceased to discuss tiie right of slavery to extend itself over territo-
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• The first method by which Douglas tried to bring about reconciliaH
i
tion was amenciment to the 5'ederal Constitution, First, the proposed
fourteentli article, The '^nited States shall have the power to acquire
from time to time districts of country in Africa and South America
for colonization at the expense of the Federal treasury, of such free
negroes and mulattoes as the several states may v/ish to have removed
from their liirdts and from the District of Columbia and such other
^
district? under the Jurisdiction of Congress;, s econd, on the tiiird of
January 1861, he offered another amendment , which provided that Congress
should make no laws in respect to slavery or ser-vitude in any terri-
tory of the United States, and the status of each territor:vr in respect
to servitude, as the same now exists by law, should remain unchanged.
Now that all attaiipts at amendn.ent failed,Douglas turned his at-
tention to compromise. He said "I prefer compromise to a dissolution
of the Union. Let the people vote on compromise." It was said by the
Chicago papers that had it not been for Douglas' Springfield speech .
and his last speech in Chicago just before his death, that the war \
would have been brought v/ithin the borders of Illinois, 2
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1ry now free and had applied themselves to its right to exist anywhere.
Judging from the leading Deraocratic ornan of this part of the State,
one would not infer that party lines had been eraced and that all
were working for one cau«5e,the Union. A case now came up which showed
that the people of the northern section were to a verir lanse degree,
in syiripathy with the Nortii and that the old principle of denying
slaveholders the right to recover their property,was still a live
issue. John Hossuck and the two Stout brothers of Ottawa had violated
the Fugitive Slave law by rescuing a fugitive from his pursuers and
they were being tried in the United States District Court. Many poli-
ticians had said that the penalties for violation of the law could
not be inflicted,but here was a case which would vindicate tiie power
of the Government to. enforce its law and teach a.b olitionist Chicago a
lesson. The Chicago Tribune in reporting the event said, "We have no
heart to comment on the case." A few personal letters written by cit-
izens of Ottawa will show further the disposition of the people of
this section to support the North.
Ottawa, 111, January, 6th, 1860.
Brothers if you did obey the sublime impulse of humanity and actually,
as charged, did deliver an innocent and helpless fellow being from the
chains of American slavery, it seemed perhaps but a small local ai'fair-
But it v/as a successful contest with a Nation's despotism.
4
SignedjGeorge W, Bassett.
Ottawa, 111. January, 5th, 1860.
I cannot refrain from contributing my mite towards lightening tiie
burden which an unjust and ungodly legislation, has bound upon the
5
shoulders, (not upon the c one i enc e , thank God) of freedom loving men.
n r.. • m . "n?f'7o^-> Signed,Wm.C.Scof ield.1. Chi. Tribune.Aug, ,9tii, 1861. ^ *
2. ibid.Ma-rch. 9 th, 1860, 4, ibid, Jan. 10th, 1861.
§: lb Id*April* 4th; 186i: 5. ibidjjan. , 10 th , I860 .

Ottawa, 111. January, 5th, 1860.
Yield nothing; of principle, I l^eseecli you - Ratiier tlian do so, I would
exchange places with you. I thinic the effect tlius far, on public sen-
timent here, is first rate. With the exception of a few red mouthed
slave hounds, no one wants u? to suffer pain and penalties for a good
1
Signed, C.B.King,
' Ottawa, 111. January, Sd, 1861,
John Ho s sack,
Dear Brother: -
This is the first letter I ever addressed to one of my fellow
men in prison. My dear brother,! am not ashained of your chains. It i&
three years since I first knew you and seldom has there been a more
trying three years for all classes of men than tliose in which our
acquaintance has been formed. I feel in the matter that brings you tOj
prison you have acted the part of a God fearing and humanity loving
man. Cheerfully would I share your imprisonment had it been so order-
ji
edjbut I have not been counted worthy to suffer unto bonds yet. I
pray daily for you that you may have strength and courage to face the
oligarchy that has seized the general government of the North and
bribed the feeble flimf^ Christianity of tlie Nation,
Your pastor, Z.Coleman.
When comproraise was sui^^ested again northern Illinoi:. showed
clearly that she intended to stand with the radical northerners.
Neither the politicians nor their constituents were very enthusiastic-
ally in favor of comproraise, especially after their political victory
in November. The editor of the Chicago Trib xine spoke of those favoring
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it tiius,"tiie misfortune attendinij; tlie effort of the few gentlemen in
this city, claiiiiinj^ to be the kind of Republicans who are willin^^ to
establish slavery by constitutional enactment in half of the territory
of the United States is this; in the call for tiieir meeting; to endorse
Mr.Kellogg and rebuke the Trio une, they included all Republicans. This
is the feeling of only a sniall minority of tlie Chica^i'o Republicans."
About a month later another attempt at conciliation was made and
again the politicians of northern Illinois registered tiieir sentiments
in the following language: "Our despatches say that tne Border States
are about to call a halt and propose a compromise. Gentlemen of the
I
Border States you have played yourselves out. When you and the confed-
erate traitors whom you have been encouraging and protecting ,get ,
'I
ready to do your duty as honest and loyal citizens under the laws
which you have aided in making, then no compromise will be needed,
every musket will be stacked and tlie volunteers return to their usual
vocations. All other compromises are illtime.l,out of place and insult-
ing. Restore what you have taken , surrender the traitors who have fan-
2
ned this secession flame. Nothing less can be accepted." Mr.Dement of
Lee County submitted a resolution before the Constitutional Conven-
tion of 1862 which showed how thoroughly the northern section of the
State was imbued with the spirit of the Lincoln Administration, "We '
do cheerfully approve the modifications of tiie proclamation of General
Freamont and the modifications of the report of the Ifite Secretary of
War on the subject of arming the slaves,by the President ,and tliat we
are gratified with the resignation of Mr.Caiaeron, a member of the Cab-
inet, as indicating a purpose on tiie part of the admimistration of
I
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1
adhering to the conservative principles of the Constitution." On mo-
tion the resolution was tabled.
The editors of tiie Chicago papers spoke rather exultantly of the
fact that northern Illinois nad given Lincoln nearly 40,000 majority.
The bankers were also luite well pleased to tliink that their banks
3
were holding few or none of the southern securities. And when they
speyk of subscribing for the State bonds for the war loan^one is im-
pressed with txie feeling that the people of the northern section con-
'==idered that they sustained a closer and raore confidential relation
4
to the i'ederal government than the rest of the State. The editors of
this section never let an incident, out of which could be shown their
loyalty to the North, pass without specially emphasizing it. Some ex-
amples on various questions which arose in 1860 and 1861 v^ill m»Jc.e
this statement clear. Judge Skates of the Cook County bench held that
those who would vote for ex-mfiyor Wentworth v/ere John Brown Abolition-
ists. The Tribune replied to this by saying, there were a large number
of that class in Cook County and tlmt the terra Abolitionist did not I
frighten them any longer,but that those most free in designating loy-
5
al men as Abolitionists ,were themselves sympathizers with traitors,
jj
The Tribune estimated that tnere were 500 secessionists in and about
Chicago holding regular secret meetings and receiving through the
6
mail some of the most treasonable literature.* The Tribune declared
--00—
* The Common Council of Chicago thought that secessionists if there
were any, ought to be driven out of Chicago or silenced and therefore
they required an oath of allegiance to the Union from all the citizens.
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that those leanine towo.rd or favoring secession should he socially |
1
tabood and politically proscribed. Again the Tribune shows its loyal-
ty by publishing a letter bi^ined/'A Reader of the Tribune" , in which
|i
he refers to the Black Laws of Illinois and says, "can it be that such
laws exist in this christian State of Illinois. I had heard of the
Black laws,but I had no idea of what they were. Every nerve in loy I
body throbs with indignation when I reflect on this utter cruelty and
heartlessness. I shall not rest until I have obtained a plerige from !
every candidate on our legislative ticket, that he will labor for the
2
repeal of those disgraceful enactments." An incident occured in Chi-
cago in the e;irly part of 1861 which illustrates further this def en-,
sive spirit of the press. A colored girl v/ho had passed her examina-
tions in the lower grades desired to enter the normal department of
the high school, to prepare herself for a teacher an-l some of the j
school board objected. The Tribune reasoned in this manner; if colored
children oupht to be educated in our coiiai'.on schools, colored men and
S
women ought to be qualified to become teachers. From the further com-
ments,it seemed to be gratifying to many that the girl was passed to ,
the high school by a vote of txie board of six to three. In the other
sections of the State, hov/ever, negro children were not given the priv-
ilege of even attending the common schools,
j
Other expressions of loyalty to the North are to he found in
resolutions submitted by leading citizens of this northern section. A
certain John Lyle King submitted to a body of Chicago Unionists such.
^
a set of resolutions. They were in brief ; The Federal government is a
j
government of the people and not a compact of states and is intended
to b e a perpetual union. Secession is revolution and treason. When
1. Chicago Democrat , October, 20 th° i860.
2. ibid.October. 22d^l860.
3. Chicago Tribune,July , 29tix,1861. —_i
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the people of any state air. to sever the Union, tlie people of Illinois
and every other state ,havinii a coirjinon interest in its perpetuity , have
a right to s.iy,the Union must and shall be preserved. We stand by the
Constitution as our fathers Liade it. All rights and property included
1
in the Constitution should be preserved, A.D.Bradley submitted a set
of resolutions whioh were more radical than tliose of King's and Judg-
ing from the comment , were preferred by a large nurfiber,but not enough
2
to vote to accept them. Still another example seems wortiiy of mention
here. Mr.M.H. Cassel, a friend of Governor Yates and a trustee of tlie
Illinois and Michigan canal was sent to Missouri by General Pope, to
bring off the coin exposed in some of tlie inland banks and while
executing his task was captured and detained twelve days in the Rebel
camp. Upon returning home, although he had always been a zealous union
man, declared himself more earnestly in favor of a vigerous prosecution
^
ll
of tiie war than ever before.
The masses, were no lees active in expressing tlieir ideas on sla-
very and secession than the other classes mentioned,but unfortunately,
they were not very frequer.tly registered. They held, in most every oom^
miinity,what was known as "Union Meetings". They discus ,ed the various
questions of the day and passed resolutions either approving or dis-
approving of recent State and National legislation. The Germans of
4
Chicago were especially active along those lines Just mentioned. The
resolutions passed at a meeting held at Princeton in Bureau County is
a fair example and is still another proof of the spirit of fidelity |
to the principles of the North. (1) We stand for the Constitution
|
without sunendment or alteration, ( 2)We oppose calling a National
! --00—
1. Chicago Tribune,January , 3d, 18G1,
2. ibid.
3. ibid, September, 26th, 1861,
4. Illinois Staatszeitung , January , 8th, 1861.

convention to ajuend the Constitution. ( 3)Conipromises in time past witii
slaveholders are unavailing, ( 4 )V/e look witli respect on tiie Union, (5)
Slavery is the creature of local law and is a political and social
evil. (6) We endorse the inauguration and approve of our represents*
1 .
tives in Congress. The people in many counties organized themselves
into bodies so as to co-operate in the various campaign movements of
1860. The Republicans were organized under the title of "Wide Awakes"
and the Democrats* so organi.ied were known as "Knights of the Golden
iCircle". Later those terras were applied to Unionists sjnd Secessionists.
General Grant tells of the activity of both parties at Galena ajid how
he would occasionally meet v/ith the "Wide Awakes" and superintend tlieir
2
drill. He also tells how enthusiastic the people were when the call
for troops was made, "posters v/ere stuck up, calling for a meeting of
the citizens at the court house in the evening. Business ceased en-
tirely; all was excitement. All were Union men, detemined to avenge
the insult to the National flag. In the evening, the court house was
packed. Speeches were made by B .B .Howard, the post-master, A.B recken-
ridge,a Democrat and John A.Rawlins an elector on the Douglas ticket.
It is doubtful whether it v/ould have been safe Just then to make
other tiian patriotic speeches. There was probably no one in the housd
3
who felt like making any other." Such demonstrations as these and the
observance of the National Fast Day, on the fourth of January 1861,
when prayer meetings were held and sermons preached,give some idea of
what the people of the northern section of the State thought.
--00--
* The Democrats sometimes organized local groups under the name of
"Hickory Boys". They had an organi/.ation in Chaxipaign County , composed
of 1000 members. The "Wide Av/akes" had an organization here also. 4
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1. Chicago Tribune, January ,8th, 1861.
2. Grant,Personal Memoirs. Vol. I , page 216,
3. ibi l,page 230. >
4. Urbana Clarion, September, 1st , 1860,
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CHAPTER VI.
IDEAS RESPECTING SLAVERY AKD SECESSION
IN CENTRAL ILLINOIS.
i
The central section of the State, as I shall treat it , eriJo raced
twenty-six counties, eighteen of which were touched "by navigable water
routes. The land was specially adapted to farming and tha.t was the
leading occupation. In the cities of Peoria, Springfield and Quincy
there were some tliriving manufacturing establishments and they employ-
ed a large percent of their citi/.ens,Tout the majority'' of the people
||
of this district lived in the country. The people who inhabited this
1
district had come from a wide range of states and foreign countries.
There were some counties, Adams , Tazewell,Henry,Knox and Peoria, in
which there were large nwnbers of foreigners, especially Germans,but
outside of these districts, the colonies of immigrants were small and
scarce. There were twelve tovms and cities that were good markets.
The two cities of more than ten thousand inhab itants -were Peoria and
Q,uincy, Both were so situated on the Illinois and Mississippi rivers
as to attract the trade from v/ide areas and from tliese two markets ||
the grain, vegetables and cured meats were transported to the South,
where they comrrianded a good price.* There were in 1860 only five
j
--00—
• A correspondent for the Journal writing from Cairo says, "I wish
again through the Journal to call the attention of those in authority
to the gross folly of pemitting produce of any kind to pass through
St Louis and Cairo for the Soutn. I cannot for the life of me see any
wisdom in the policy which would stop ordinance supplies for the
traitors and yet perrriit the passage of coiiimissary stores to tliem.
Immense loads of provisions are hourly passing these ports for the
rebels, in steam boats and flat boats, etc; ajid we are now actually
supplying them with bread. 2
j|
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1. United States Census, 1860. Vol, on Population. I
2. Illinois Journal,May , 2d, 1861.
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1
tranches of railroad, that touched or ran into this section of the
State and connected witli northern markets, consequently most of the
traffic was going south.* There was a desperate effort toeing put
forth toy Chicago merchants to bring the produce of this section to
Chicago and they were gradually succeeding , tout the traders of this
central section had done tousiness through Peoria,quinGy and St Louis
for so long, and too the freight rate was cheaper on tlie river, so that
,it made the change of market places a slow process, Mr. Samuel Mc Gown
an old resident of Greenville, Illinois, who worked on a steam to oat that
plied toetween Peoria and St Louis regularly , told ne that they fre-
quently, during 1860 and 1861,torought a tooat load of salt pork even
from La Salle, to St Louis.
||
While it is true that at this time each of the three divisions
of the State had its own political centre ,v/here resided the lea,ding
politicians of tliat particular constituency and v/here the political
organs of each party were issued, yet I think it can safely toe said,
that Springfield was the political centre of the State, in t/ieory at
least. The Illinois State Journal, the Reputolican officia,l organ, and
j
the Illinois State Register the Democratic organ, represented rxiore
particularly the ideas of the central section,yet t3iey tried to rep-
resent the political status tliroughout the State. Although party '
lines were closely drawn in all parts of the State in 1860 there was
a more strict conforraity to party here than elsewhere, for it was
|
» -00-
* Governor Yates in his ina.ugural referred to the importance of the
Missis^jippi river as a highway of commerce to Illinois and the other
states of the ITorth-V/es t. He said, "I know I speak for Illinois and
I toelieve for the nortli west, when I declare them a unit in the una.l-
teratole determination of her millions , occupying the great toasin drain-
ed toy the Mississippi , to permit no portion of that stream to toe con-
trolled toy a foreign Jurisdiction, 2
--00—
1. Report to the General Assemtoly
,
1860. Vol. I ,page 102.
2. itoid,1861.Vol.I,page 15.
\

j^nown that if Mr.Lincoln carried Illinois it would come thraugii tlie
vote of the northern and central sections, and o^ain the parties were
more evenlv divided here than in either of the other divisions. This
|i
conclusion is the result of a close examination of the record ol the
1
vote in 1860.
I
Mr.Douglas received a majority over Mr.Lincoln in seventeen
counties varying from 11 to 476 and in the other nine counties Mr.
Lincoln received majorities vaiQ/'ine; from 180 to 1624 and out of the
2
approximate vote of 103 ,000,Mr. Line oln received 1392 majority. It is
interesting^ to note that seven of the nine counties in which Lincoln
received maj orities, either join directly the counties of the northern
section or are in the next tier of counties south of them and are j|
|j oining one another. Tlie other two counties in v/hich he received a
'I
majority are south of the Illinois river. They too join one another
and also two other counties that gave Lincoln large maj orities. The I
last two counties mentioned were inhabited largely hy people from New
York and Ohio and some New Englanders and Germans, There is still
another classification of counties in this section that the reader I
should notice before drawing any conclusion. There were nine counties
in which the contest was closest. The majorities varied from 11 to
jj
298. All these counties either directly or indirectly carried on com-
merce v/ith the South throiAgh St Louis, and Mr.Douglas received the majt
ority vote in eight of the nine counties. Thus it is seen, that far-
ther south in the State where the people's commercial relations were
with the Soutlijthat thier interests and sympathies were very naturally
with them also. The increase in the vote for Bell and Breckenridge
also shows the increasing interest the people of the central section
--00
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1, Record of vote in the office of Secretary of State.
!
2« ibid.
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had in the South.but the counties which were carried for Lincoln gave
I
them only a very small vote and had Dou^jlas received the votes that
these candidates received, he would have carried the central section
by fif ty-tv/o vote?,
!
The central section of the State presented a different situation
politically from either of tlie two other sections. With tlie except-
|
I
ion of about IbOO scattering votes it was almost evenly divided be- i
tween the Democrats and Republicans. Wm.Kellogg from the foiirth cong-
Iressional di trict was the only raerriber in Congress from the central
section representing a Republican constituency. Isaac N.Morris a Whig
of the f iftli district and. John A.Mc Clemand,a Democrat of the sixth
Idistrict, were representing Deuiocratic majorities. When the Democrats
saw the political tendency in 1858 they were determined to hold their
own if possible, but people from the north and eastern states were
settling in the counties along the eastern and northern borders of this
1
section and they were in most cases Republicans, These conditions
encouraged the Republicans and when the contest of 1860 came each par-
ty entered as for a hand to hand fight.* These party contests were
acute even in local politics* *and Judging from the warnings made
through the press, there was some illegal voting in county and national
! --00— "
* The Macomb Eagle said, "politics seem to enter into everything and
little attention is paid to anything now days unless it be mixed up
in some way with political activities of tiie day." 2
*• An instance cited by the Illinois Journal will i^lve one an idea
of how far party spirit extended. "The Democratic heads of messes on
last Saturday night held a secret m.eeting at one of tl^e rooms in
Doul's restaurant , and there detenained that they should carry their
county ticket at all hazards. The dishonest knaves deliberately made
arrangements to effect this by importing voters from the adjoining
counties. Mc demand, candidate for Congress, v/as at tliis caucus." 3
I --00—
1, Peoria,Knox and Henry County Histories.
2* Macomb Eagle, Sept eiriber, 1st, 1860,
3, Illinois Journal, Octob er, 31s t, 1860.
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elections in this section.* By 1860 the Democrats of the central sec-
tion had come to think that Republican meant Abolition and that an
Abolitionist was any one who was opposed to the election of Douglas,
Every movement looking to the freedom of the slave»*was seized upon
by sympathizers with the South as an evidence of the purpose of the
Republican party to ultimately free the slaves. The Republicans of
this section alwa.ys denied any alliance v/ith the Abolitionists.***
The Democrat despised the Abolitionist because of his attitude toward
the South and slavery and the Rep\;iblican party pretended to shun him
because large nwnbers of Republicans were as much opposed to emanci-
^
pation as were the Democrats, Even after the election, the partisan
--co
—
• It can not be determined to what extent dishonest practices were
carried on in this part of the State,but charges a^^ainst the opposin^^
partv, occur frequently in all the papers during 1860. Stuffing the
ballot box was sometiDies charged to one or the other party. "The Dem-
ocracy are preparin{i to carry this and surrounding counties by stuff
-
irio the ballot boxes. This is v/ell understood. It is all important
therefore that in each precinct , some true and trur-ty man be selected
to keep constant watch on the ballot boxes. Do not trust them out of
your sight for a moment. If Judge- adjourn for dinner or for supper
or to count the votes, go where the boxes go. Do not be satisfied with
getting the key. It is easy for dishonest men to have another by which
they can open the box, substituting Democrat for Republican votes and
you are none tlie wiser. Do not let this be done," 2
** The name Abolition was associated with Republican by the Democrats
whenever it was possible, Mr.Lincoln was called an Abolitionist be-
cause he subscribed $25 toward defending the peaceable inhabitants of
Kansas Territory against the invasions of armed violence if needed. 3
Some of the people were so enraged against the strong opponents of
slavery that "in some places money was raised-purses made up and mien
hired to go to Joliet to abuse Lovejoy and others, and to blackguard
them." 4
***"The Republican party has from the beginning earnestly disclaimed
all connection v/ith the" ideas, principles or intentions of the ultra-
slavery men of the north. The Simon Pure Abolitionists and their oppo-
nents have vainly labored to fasten the name upon them. None have
showed a more bitter contempt for Republicans than tlie Abolitionists.
In New York, Ohio and Illinois they have nominated sepamte tickets
and this suits us." 5
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1. Illinois Journal ,March, 2/:^d, 1861,
2. ibid,October, 31st, 1860,
3* ibidjJuly, 27th, 1860.
4. Central Illinois Gazet te,March, 22d, 1861,
5, Illinois State Jourxial
,
Septemb er, 17th, 1860,
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spirit ran so >iigh on the slavery and secession question in tne cen- !|
tral section of the State that tiie leading party organs were obliged j
to trzr to restrain the party agitation of the country presses. The
Illinois Journal said, "we iraplore the country press of Illinois hy
every cinsideration that can move a patriot, to cease talking politics.
War is upon us-our govemrrient , our lives and our liberties are in dan-
'ger and it is now the duty of every patriotic man to stand faitM'ully
by his country, and contribute as best he may to its defense. It is
useless to speculate upon the causes which have led to the present
jstate of affairs. It is enough for loyal men to know that their Gov-
|emment has been attacked by traitors and that it needs their aid.
It will be time enough to raise political questions ,when blood has ||
jC eased to flow. We sincerely trust that all our brethren of the press,
irrespective of party, will give the influence of tlrieir papers^to the
cause of an imperilled country. Let profitless discussion cease."
Even the members of the Legislature could not be reconciled. It seem-
ed that at one time in the early part of the regular session in 1860
and 1861 that the Legislature would be broken up. Senator Austin |
I
Brooks* of <^uincy, did resign and others had intended to follow his
example, "but on account of outside influences they did not". Governor
Yates struck the keynote to the political feeling of the central sec-
tion, when he said, "we have just passed through a political contest
--00—
* Mr.B rooks wrote a letter to the Senate in which he enumerated the
reasons for his resignation. (l)The majority in both houses will not
carry out the will of tlie people. (2)lt i?; the design of tlie majority
to enact lav/s which will be in open violation to the Constitution, ( 3)
The majority will not stand oy the Constitution," 3
]
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1, Illinois Joumal,ApriL, 20th, 1861,
2, Chicago Daily Journal, January
,
19th, 1861.
3, Journal of the Senate,January , IStli , 1861. Page 135,

whicli, owing to local causes , aroused a liigh excitement and evoked a
more ardent personal feeling among ourselves tlian any previous strug-
1
gle of which our State has been the theatre,"
j
Tne ideas of the people of the central section on the slavery
question turned principally on the extension of the institution into
the territories. Too much has been written about Mr.Lincoln's atti-
tude toward slavery to take much time to set fortii his views, except
in a few particular instances. He said "I hate it bacause of the in-
1
justice of slavery itself. I hate it because it deprives our repul)li-
'can example of its ^ust influence in the world-enables tlie enemies of
[free institutions, v/ith plausibility, to taunt us as hypocrites - causes
the real friend of freedom to doubt our sincerity and especially be-
cause it force? so many really good men fuiiongst ourselves into an
open war with the very fundamental principles of civil liberty - crit-
icizing the Declaration of Independence and insisting that there is
o
no right principle of action but self interest." While Mr. Lincoln
thought, that under the existing circumstances slavery could be allow-
ed where it already existed, he very ardently opposed its extension
into the territories. He said, in his New York speech of the twenty-
seventh of February 1860 : "Wrong as we think slavery is, we can yet
afford to leave it alone where it is because that much is due to the
necessity arising from its actual presence in the Nationjbut can v;e,
while our votes v/ill prevent it, allow it to spread into national ter-
3
ritories and to overrun us here in these free states?" In 1860 Mr,
i\
j|
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1. Journal of the Senate,January, 9th, 1861, page 2D,
2. Lincoln -Douglas Debate,Lincoln' s speech, Augu.s t , 21st , 1858,
3. Nicolay and Hay , Lincoln ' s V/orks, Vol, II, page 432,

Lincoln carefully avoided any statements that nde;iit be construed to
mean that he or the party he represented thought of emancipation. In
support of this statement we may quote from his letter of the twenty-
second of December 1860 to A.E.Stephens in which he says, "do the peo-
ple of the South really entertain fears that a Repuhlicajn adjninistra-
tion would, directly or indirectly , interfere with the slaves or with
"them about the slaves? If they do, I wish to assure you, that there is
1
no cause for such fears." Mr.Lincoln had been accused by Jud^e Doug-
las and many others, of favoring social and political equality between
the negro and white man. However Lincoln had early explained his posi-
I'
tion regarding equality. He said, "I have no purpose to introduce polit-
ical and social equality between the white and black races. There is I
a physical difference between the two which, in m; J U(5gment ,will proba-
bly forever forbid their living together upon the footing of perfect
j
equality. " The people who really believed in equality of the tv/o
races were very few. The Illinois Journal said, that there v/ere two
men in this political division who were in favor of such an equality.
They were Colonel Don Morrison of St Clair County and Judge Mayo of
De Kalb County.
j Mr.Mc demand was free to express his views on the various
|
questions arising out of the slavery issue. He like Mr.DoiAglas favor-
ed slavery wherever it was profitable financially.* In respect to
\
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"A higher law than any law to be passed by Congress must and will
control this question - the law of geography , climate and soil; the law
of self interest which underlies and controls every currimunity. " 3
-
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1. Nicolay and Hay,Lincoln' s Works. Vol. II, page 660.
2. ibid,page 325.
3. Congressional Globe, I860. Page 513,

slavery in the states .md territories he stood upon txie principle of
1
non-interference hy Congress upon the siibject. To hini slavery was a
local affair and he would have the people of each state or territory
|
introduce or exclude it as se^^med best to them,* At the same time he
admitted that the power of a territorial legislature to prohibit sla-
very within the limits of the territory ,was a judicial question to be
decided by the SuiDreme Court, and not a political question to be deci-
2
ded by any party or party platform, Mr.Mc Clernand was well aware that
' these views were in keeping- v/ith the ideas of tiie people of his dist-
rict and also v;ith tlie ideas of the South,
j
It is no great surprise to know that a Democrat representing a
Democratic constituency should express such views,but here was Mr.
i
Kellogii a Republican and representing a district v/ith a strong Repub-
I
lican majority v/ho held very similar views to those of Mr.Mc demand
except that he believed in excluding slavery from the territories in
--00—
i* Mr.Mc Clernand contributed the following articles to thfe Illinois
Democratic state platfonn which gave his ideas on the slaver-j^ ques-
tion."That all questions pertaining to African slavery in the Terri-
i'
tories shall be forever banished from the Halls of Congress. That the
people of the Territories shall be left perfectly free to make just
such laws and regulations in respect to slavery and all' otlie r matters
of local concern as they may determine for themselves subject to no
other limitations or restrictions than those imposed by the Constitu-
tion of the United States. That whenever Congress, or the Legislature
of any State or Territory shall rnake any enactment or do any act which
attempts to divest
,
impair or prejudice any right which the owner of
slaves or any species of property may have or claim in any Territory
or elsewhere by virtue of the Constitution or otherwise and the party
aggrieved shall bring his case before the Supreme Court of the United
States, the Democracy of Illinois as in duty bound by their obliga-
tions of fidelity to the Constitution will cheerfully respect and
abide by the decision and use all lav/ful means to aid in giving it i
full effect according to its true intent and meaning," 3 |
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1. Congressional Globe, 1860. Page 513,
2. ibid.
3. ibid.
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a constitutional way.* Altiiougn tliere were some in Mr.Kello^i^' s dist-
rict who beccxuse of their early environment and personal interests
were 3trorfe-anti-slavery,but many more were favorable to just such
policier^ as he advised on compromise. Governor Yates in speaking of
the extension of slavery into the territories declared that if the
States in which slavery already existed were peculiarly located,we
would not disturb their peculiar institutions. He further stated how-
ever that the people of tlie North would not relinquish their riii^ht
to the protection of the laws, under the Constitution and th.-s we can-
not be expected, said he, to favor a policy that will extend slavery
1
to all the territories. Mr.Yates made up his mind that slavery as an
institution would ultimately be destroyed. He said, "I do not believe
slavery can exist forever. Die it must, sooner or later; die, that the
philosophy of history may be demonstrated; die that man's most cher-
ished hopes may not wither; die, that Gods eternal justice may be
i --00—
i* If slavery be a blessing then Jiug it to your bosom, if it burns,
seathes and eats out your vitals, it is your ov/n fault and not mine;
and you alone must v/ork out the reme^iy for this great evil and yours
is the res-;oncibility;we will not interfere , that is the sentiment of n
my people. ^V/hen on the other hand you reach the territories where we |
have a common interest and a common right, then sir we are pledged to
prevent its extension by any and all constitutional means. "We will j
do it by legislation. We will \.o it by giving land to the settlers on
which to rear the alters and homes of freedom and by cutting off
corrupt executive patronage and giving the election of all territo-
rial officers to the people. We will do it by unshackling freedom^
upon the great western plains and allowing it to meet there the hid-
eous front of slaver^/-. Then, sir as sure as truth will overcome error
so riure liberty and freedom will overcome slaver^?- and wrong. These
are portions of the means that we will use, for the territorie- are
our coirjrion heritcige. There we are opposed to sla.very. Tliere we will |
make liberty free for where slavery is it is shackled. 2
I stated that in the states slavery was a matter of tlieir own. I
believe it to be a state institution not a national institution. As
^
a state institution ,1 treat it as such, for the Constitution recogni-
zes it as a right beyond the limits of a state, the institution finds
no warrant in the Constitution , and believing as I do that it is a
|
moral , social and political wrong, I said then and I say now, that , with
all constitutional power I will resist its aggression," 3
1. Journal of the Senate, 1861. Vol. I
.
2, Congressional Globe, 1859, Part I.
o. ibid . pa^e 45. _=============================--======
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vindicated,but it by no means follows, that slave states and fren
states may not be associated in the same confederacy and united
un-
der such a wise Constitution as ours with every ri^;ht secure
and
1
fivery interest safe,"
The Illinois Journal said, "The supremacy of a sentiment hostile
|
to slaveiy in the non-slaveholding states of the Union is tlie
cause
|
2
of disunion," Here is the official organ of the successful party of
this section of tie State, malting quite a hold acknowlerl^ement. This
is much more liberal tiian even the Democratic organ of the northf^rn
|
section was much less the Republican paper. How different is the
stataiient from the Traitor of the Chicago Tribune, "If there be any
decent excuse for the treason now running riot in the southern states,
what possible pretext can be urged for complicity with crime in 111-
inois." Now there was an abundance of Union sentirnent in the central
section,but there are many instances which show that the people of
this section entertained moderate ideas favoring secession. The Ill-
inois Register expressed the idea that a state had a right to secede
from the Union without seriously impairing any of the powers delega-
ted in the Constitution and that the Union was merely a compact of
states and that any mieinber may withdraw by merely refusing to hold
the Federal offices and by this act fall back into a position of tern-
4
.
poral non-resistance. This is a very tame example of expression. The
Peoria Democrat, a geman paper openly sympathized with the South and
was liberally supported by the Peoria City Council, and they even
—00
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1. Report to the General Assembly , 1861. Vol, I, page 13,
2. Illinois Journal,January , 3d, 1861,
3, Chicago Tribune,March, 11th, 1861,
4, Illinois State Register,Novanb er, 17th, 1860
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refused to v/ithdraw their support, Tliis paper v/as finally denied tlie
1
privileges of the ruails. The Pike County Democrat was ;i,lso considered
r,
as an open sympathizer with secession. It ha-: frequently heen said
that that the Germans were strong Unioniats and tliey were in the nor-
thern district,but where their personal interests were with the South
they acted Just as other people did under the same circumstances. The
people of the central section took more than one way in expressin^i
their belief in Secession. A petition
,
signed by Ira Smitli and otlier
leading citizens of Peoria, which was entrusted to Senator Trwabull to
submit to the United States Senate, shows how many of these people
felt toward slavery and secession in 1860 and 1861, It sets forth the
principle that a great alienation of feeling exists between the peo-
^
t
pie of the country on tlie suuject of slavery , which is increasing, and
is likely ,unless something is done, to temina^te in a pen.ianent alien-
ation of feeling between fifferent sections of tlie Union," Therefore
we petition that the Congress of the United States will recomiiiend to
the state Legislatures a change of constitution so a-s to establish a
geographical line through all the territories of tiie United States '
north of which slavery shall be prohibited and south of which neither^
the states nor the Federal government shall at any time interfere
o
with the introduction of slavery. In the face of all these statements^
can we deny that the physiograplay of the central section of the State,
the trade relations with the South and the blood relationship ,ha,d no
part in shaping the ideas of these people more or less in favor of
!
the South? Governor Yates was the strongest opponent , aside from Mr,
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1, Peoria Transcript, October, 15th, 1861,
2, Illinois State Journal, June, 29th, 1861,
3, Congressional Globe, 1860,Vol. II,
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Lincoln, of secession In any Tonu whatsoever,*
I
Tlaere were some striking examples in t/iis part of the State in
1860 and 1861 of stron^i; sympathy for the South, **even to the extent i
of personal assistance. On the nineteenth of April 4-861, the Journal
'
states that it was rumored that companies were secretly being raised
1
to go to the aid of the South, This might seem a little overdrawn, hut
ah out a month later there appears another editorial in the same paper
which tends to confinn this act last mentioned. It reads as follows:
"There are a few men in this city( Springfield) , not to exceed a dozen
'
who if their names and speeches should get into the papers would be
j
exalted above their fellow men and by their fellow citizens, Interestr
2
ed parties will please make a note of it." The inference from this
bit of sarcasm is that such as sympathized witii the South might be |
dealt v/ith in a severe manner. Another instance of southern sympathy
is reported by the Bloom.ington Pantf3^raph as beinj^ demonstrated at
^
Lexington in Mc Lean County, A certain Dr. tr.C.Vkliitehill of Lexington
who was also a member of the volunteer company of that place, v/as
found to be corresponding witti certain leaders in the South, off ering
his services as a surgeon in the Rebel army. He was summoned to attend
a meeting of the citizens of Lexington to give an account of himself,
--00—
* A Government that submits to peaceable secession signs its own
death v;arrant. We draw the sword in self defense. Secession has
brought about its inevitable results, and we must crush it and treason
wherever they raise their unsightly heads, or perish ourselves, 3
** Tiie Illinois Journal states an instance of a certain prominent
jDemocrat of Pittsf ield, in Pike County who upon learning that some of
the C^uincy troops had been killed, expressed a desire that a siiuilar ji
fate would befall all Illinoisans who atteiipted to invade Missouri, II
A Republican suggested hanging the Derriocrat but it was seen that all
the Democrats would stand pat and nothing further was attempted, 4
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1, Illinois State Journal, April, 19 ta, 1861.
2, ibid,May, 21st, 1861.
3, Journal of the Senate Ifccl.Pa^jp 6.
ij
4, Illinois State Journal, Jutie, 29th) 1869, ————=—
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He acknoweleciged tlie fact and produced tiae correspondence and made
I
no sself defense,but told theix. to do as tliey pleased with, him. Many
were for hanging him,but better counsel orevailed and Wyiitehill vi'as
1
given tv/o days to leave the place. Although this incident did not oc-
cur within tiie bounds of the central dictrict,as it is outlined,yet
it is so near,th.at it is well to mention it here.
i
By 1861 Governor Yates was quite suspicious of soine of the peo-
ple of this section and the rest of the State and, "he recoiaiiiende I the
passing of a law restraining the telegraph companies in the State
from receivirig and transmitting any messages; , the object of which
shall be to encourage a. violation of the laws of this State or the
2
United States," He had supposed tha.t in Janua.ry 18G1 that coercion
3
would be unnecessary ,but in April he said," I deem the passage of a
iwell-digested militia lav/, the miore necess5.ry , as it seems to me, that
the present levy of troops, which will soon pass under the control of
the general Govemiaent , is insufficient to protect the State against
threatened invasion eind such commotions as usually follow in tlie
train of war, I would recommend to keep an active militia force for
4
some time at least,"
Those who supported the Union in the central section may be di-
ii
vided into two classes ; those who were office holders and were honor-
able enough to live up to their oaths and. those who really had a love
for the federal Government, Governor Yates and Mr,Mc demand are two
of the most prominent representatives of the first class. Governor
i --00--
1, Bloomington Pantagraph,May, 10 th, 1861,
2, Senate Journal, 1861, Pa^e 9,
3, ibid,
4, Reports to the General Assemoly , 1861, Vol. I, page 12.
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Yates said tliat tlie Union could not "be dissolved by one state or by
1
;a dozen states,but only by revolution. In tiie early part of 1861 Mr,
iYates was ver^r sanguine as to the attitude of the people especially
of the State as a v/hole,for he s.^id "whatever may have been the divis*-
ions of parties hitherto the people of Illinois will with one accord
give their a.-- sent and fim support to two propositions, First that
obedience to the Constitution and laws must be insisted upon and en-
forced. Second that the election of a chief magistrate of the nation
in strict confomity with the Constitution is no cause for the release
o
of any state from its obligations to the Union." But before the end
of 1861 Governor Yates' attitude toward the central and southern sec-
tions of the State was changed,for in garrisoning the various points
in the State he was careful to send men from the northern section
3 :!
principally. He of course tried to justify his position on the ground,
of immediate action,* compliance with an order from the war depart-
ment and the rumor of a conspiracy to seize Cairo and the southern
4
portion of the Illinois Central railroa^d, Mr.Mc demand in speaking
of loyalty to the Union said, "The sacred obligation of patriotism
would prom.pt even loyal citizens whether in the north or south to
j
defend and maintain the integrity of the Union and the authority of
I
its common Goverriment against the inroads of violence, Not only tJie
universal allegiance of the citizens of the United States binds them
—00
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* "It was mjy desire that the honor of this service shoul 1 have been
given to the patriotic citizens in that immiediate vicinityjbut as
these were not at that time organized and armed fro patriotic duty,
and the necessity for speedy action was imperitive, the requisition
was filled from companies previously tendered from other portions of
the State. 5
Respectfully, Richard Yates."
1. Journal of the Senate, 1661.
2. Reports to the General Assembly , 1861, Vol, I , page 14,
3. Journal of the Senate, 1861, et seq.
4. ibid, page 12.
\
5. Daily J oumal, January/", 22d,1861:.
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to it but we and all other public off icers, especially are solemly
1
bound to it by our oaths. We can not afford it if we would."
1 The second class of unionists in the central section was not so
numerous in the early part of 1861 as they were a little later. John
Wood who was later appointed as one of the peace Conmissioners from
Illinois, to meet at V/ashington in February 1861, to discuss coiupromise,
was a fair representative of the altruistic class of Unionists, He
aaii before the Legislature," I adopt the sentiment of President Jack-
son: the Federal Union must be preserved. To which sentiment I trust
you will give formal and emphatic expression at the earliest possible
day. Whatever may be our attachments to t^ie locality in which we re-
side our first impulse of loyalty is to the Federal Union." The Union
cause was not as strongly advocated by the people in the central sec-
tion in 1860 and 1861 as it was in 1862 and the years following, Wlien
the call came for men for three years of service or until the close
of the war men from, this section responded laore readily than for the
3
ninety day call. The Union League which was organized in Tazewell
County was first known in the early part of 1862. There was some popu-
lar demionst ration of loyalty for the Union among tiie various counties
of this section in 1860 and 1861 but they were more frequent after
4
the firing on Fort Sum ter.
The people of tlie central section of the State were in almost
every case desirous of settling the dispute over the r-lavery and se-
cession question in almost any other way than by anixed force. Mr. Lin-
coln however was opposed to compromise if the North would have to
--00--
1. Daily Journal,January , 22d, 1861,
2. Journal of the Senate, 1861. Piage 27,
3. Report of tlie Adjutant-General, 1863.
4. Illinui?^ State Journal, June, 17th, 1861. i
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• 1
give up her moral convictions regarding slavery. There is, said he, in
my Judgment but one compromise which vvould really settle the slavery
question and that would he a prohibition against acquiring of any
more territory. I am for no compromise v/hich ass-ists or pemits the
extension of the institution on soil owned by the Nation, I take it
that the effect some such re-ult as this( extend slavery in national
iterritorsO and to put us £igain on the high road to a slave erupire,is
'i 2
^ the object of all those proposed compromises." The Republican party
on the v/hole stood opposed to compromise,but this was not the case
with Republicans of this part of the State. Mr,Yates even wanted the
matter peaceady adjusted,* because he thought misapprehension of the
sentiments of the North was the chief cause of the trouble and that
it all parties would cordially xinite this delusion could be explained
3
away, However he did not want compromise carried to tlie extent of con-
ceding slavery to be a blessing and that we must love and praise it
4
and not even hope for its ultimate extinction. The bitter feeling of
the northern Republicans toward compromise is seen from the opposi-
tion of the Republican press to Mr.Kellogg's speech in v/hich he fav-
ored compromise. The Chicago Tribune said, "Kellogg » s treachery is
consummated today. The spectacle was sickening, to see an Illinoisan,
-
-00--
*
"If the grievances to any portion of our confederation have arisen
within the Union, let them be redressed within the Union. If unconsti-
tutional laws, trenching upon f^uaranteed rights of any of our sister
states, }iave found place upon our Statutes let them be rer'xOved,if prej-
udice and alienation towards uny of our fellow-countrymen have fas-
tened upon our minds let them be dism^issed and forgotten. Let us be
Just to ourselves and each other, allov/ing neither tiireats to drive
us from what we deem to be our duty, nor pride of opinion prevent us
from correcting, where we have erred." 5
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1, J oiinson, American Orations. Lincoln's Cooper Institute speech.
2. Nicolay and Hay, Lincoln, Vol, III, page 260.
3. Reports to the General Assembly, 1861. Vol. I , page 17.
4, ibid, page 16.
Chicago^ Trib uiie ,geb ruary
,
4th, 1861.

a Republican, apt)lauded and cheered on by Democrats and secessionists
1
on the floor and in the galleries." The Crisis, an Ohio paper, even
went further and said that he owed it to the people of his district
to resign his seat and return horne,but those who spoke thus were not
situated as the Republicanfc whom Mr.Kelloge' represented. It is true
there were some of his constituents who were very niuch opposed to
3
compronise but they were in the minority. Mr. Stephen T.Loijaji repre-
sented before the Peace Commission at Washington in the most forceful
manner the feeling of the majority of the people of tne central sec-
tion of the State toward compromise. He expressed a dread of the hor-
rors and results of a v/ar. He said: "It is a picture which we are
doomed to see unless we place restraint upon our passions , forget our
selfish interests and do something to save our country, V/e feel these
things deeply in taie border states. The people of these states bea/r
the most intimate relations to each other, They are closely connected
in busines-^j. They associate in their recreations and their pleasures.
The meinbers of a large number of their families have intermarried.
State lines except for legislative purposes, are scarcely thought of.
The people of Kentucky , Ohio , Indiana and Illinois are one people, having
an identity of sympathy, o^ feeling and of interest, I wish to
say a
few earnest words to my brother Republicans, You object to tliese
propositions because they are pressed just nov/ when the new adii^inis-
t ration is com.ing into power. You say that there is no need of theru
and that they involve submission on your part as a condition of your
enjoying the fruits of the victory you have won. The gentlemen from
--00—
1, The CriciSjPeb ruary, 14th, 1861,
2, Chicago TribLme,Pebruary, 23d, 1861,
3, Annual Cyclopedia, 1861, Vol, I, psg'e 367,
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the southern states do not threaten. All they say is, 'if we cannot
agree longer together, let us go in peace. We will fight only in self
defense'. They ask us further, 'if we stay with you, how do you intend
to treat us? As equals, or inferiors? If as inferiors,we cannot sus-
tain ourselves v/ith our people, saying nothing nothing of our own self
respect'. I acknowledge the force of these inquiries. If we intend
to give the South the right she asks for, and as I think, rightly asks
for, let us give it to her in plain and unequivocal la.ngu.age. Let us
not give her a legacy of litigation, by using words which mea-n one
thing or the opposite, accordin^^ to the construction you place upon
them. I wish to settle all these questions fairly. The amendment
leaves the question as to what constitutes a legal status, to he deci-
ded by the court. The North would claim that there cannot "be such a.
thing as a legal status, a legal condition of slavery. The South would
claim the opposite." In conclusion Mr.Logan ss-id "if we cannot induce
Congress to submit our propositions of amendment to the people then
I pray from my heart that our friends in every section will wait pa-
tientlv until ttiese propositions can go before the state Legislatures
1
and receive proper consideration there,"
—00—
1. Chittenden, Report of the Peace Convention, 1861. Pages 107-326,
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CHAPTER VII,
IDEAS RESPECTING SLAVERY AND SECESSION
IN SO'fT^T^RN ILLINOIS.
In taking up a study ol" tne current ideas of the people of the
southern section of the State respecting slaverer and secession in
1860 and 1861, it is well to consider first the physical conditions of
the country and the social mtikeup of the people.
The whole of this section of the State lay "below Mason and
Dixon's line. The land was rooling,and would produce luost any kind of
vegetables and grain, and cotton as v/ell,BO that slavery from an eco-
nomic point of view was Just as profitable here as in Missouri ,Ken-
tucky and Maryland. Sorighum and cotton in Illinois raised below the
fortieth parallel was of a better quality than that raised below the
thirty-fifth parallel in Tenessee. The cotton crop in Illinois in
1860 varied between 300 and 500 pounds per acre and there were thou-
1
sands of acres planted in 1861. This section was well suppliedwith
good market places and reasonably accessible from all counties.
Prom the social side, southern Illinois was mainly peopled, by in-
habitajits from the southern p^tates and it was natural that they
should bring with them the sentiments of the section from which they
came, thus it was to be supposed that the ideas of the people of the
southern section would be in sympathy v/ith the South and its institu-
tions.
There is no doubt but tlia.t the commercial and business relations
which existed between these people and the South were the strongest
ties which bound them to the side of the South, for the majority of
--00
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these inhabitants had come from the poor class of whites and as they
say, they were "agin the nigger". They had also learned that slave lahc
was not an economic saving,hut their surplus wealth was invested in_^
the southern states and their markets were south and they knew no oth^^
This was true to the extent that when St Louis and Cairo were closed
against further trade,many of the people of this section sustained
great losses, becaus of tlie lack of a market for their products, Mr.
Mc demand urged that the Government pay the Illinois fanners for
loss of the southern m.arkets and that the Government buy heavily of
2
their produce, Alton, St Louis, Cairo ,Vincennes, Cincinnati and Terre
Houte,were all markets for southern Illinois,but St Louis was the
largest. Some idea may be had as to the amount of the traffic carried
on from a list of a few of the most common articles received at St
3
Louis from Illinois in 1860,
Elour, 1,324,121 bbls.
Wneat,12, 943, 256 bushels,
Corn,3,361, 476 bushels.
Pork, 885,016 barrels.
Beef, 37, 950 barrels.
Beef, 51, 892 tierces.
Lard, 17, 3 42, 950 pounds.
Cut meats, 16
,
203, 711 pound.s.
The vast products from the f'outhem section of tie State and even
from the other parts of the btate could be brought to St Louis much
more easily than to Chicago,because of the efficient transporta.tion
on the rivers,but after the panic of 1857 St Louis merchants becaarie
a little fearful that they could not dispose of all tlie products and
and in that way Chicago was assisted in getting trade to come north.
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St Louis later lamented this fact,* The desire for a continuation of
the trade between the people of this southem district and tiie St
Louis merchants was r^iutual. A letter from a
customer will illustrate,
Rushville,Ill.May, 20th, 1861,
Dear Sir: -
Inclosed please find our draft, at sight, which you will please
pass to our credit and receipt for tiie Scime, We are glad to see the
clouds breaking that hung over Missouri, We hope you will foil the
traitors and St Louis will still be our trading point,for be assured
her business E.en have the best wishes of this part of Illinois and
the merchants here do not want to go elsewhere if they can help it.
Yours truly,
W.
The southem section of the State had furnished a majority of
the governors, Judges,United States Senators and many of the State off
cials up to 1858 and of course most of them were southern bom or of
southem descent. They had come to think of themselves as the central
ling politic aJ power in the State and now that the northern
section
had surpassed them in political power there can be no doubt that a
slight feeling of spite and contempt existed between the southern and
northern sections. This section contained part or all, of four cong-
ressional districts, composed of forth-seven counties and was repre-
sented by James CRibinson of the seventh,Phillip B.Fouke of the
eighth Jo^^^ A.Logan of the nineth congressional districts. In
1860 there were only six counties in which Mr.Lincoln received major-
--00—
* The Missouri Democrat said "we may talk about southem trade and
quarrel over the everlasting; nigger but where does the pork,beef,
beans, wheat, com, oats,hay, horses, mules, eggs,butter and poultry that
we con-ume hrre and send South come from? Illinois and Wisconsin and
without these v/ould not our southem trade be barren of profits? 2
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ities varying from seven to two hundred and ten* and the entire sec-
tion was carried for Judge Douglas by about 28,000; besides Bell and
B recicenridge received more votes than in either of the other sections.
It by no means followed that the counties in which Mr.Lincoln did re-
ceive majorities were Republican ,f or had DoiJglas received the Bell
and Breckenridge votes he would have carried three of the six by fair
majorities and the other three would have been extremely close. The
strictly partisan f^pirit showed itself very distinctly in almost
every county in this section and wherever it was considered necessary
1
to use illegal means to carry the county or State ticket it was done
2
very deliberately.
There was no particular political centre in southern Illinois as
there was in tt^e central and northern sections,but St Louis was the
register of the feeling of this part of the State and the Missouri
Republican was the Democratic or^a,n and the Missouri Democrat v/as the
Republican organ. These were about all the daily papers that had ariy
circulation here and only a very Springfield and Chicago
papers were to be seen even in the larger towns, Nearly every county
however was maintaining one or more weekly papers. Although this sec-
tion was overwhelmingly Democratic it is not to be understood that
there was not enough opposition to bring out the strong southern sen-
timents of the people. The journalist A.P.Russel on arriving at Cairo,
--00—
* The official returns for t^^e election of 1860 at Springfield in
the Secretary of State's office gives the vote for Bond County to be
Lincoln, 987 ;Douglas, 681 votes. But the official record of Bond County
shows 987 votes for Lincoln a.id 980 for Douglas. The latter has been
used rather than the former, because the Greenville Advocate has the
vote inserted in the issue of the seventeenth of November 1860. It is
in tabular form headed "official". The vote in 1858 shov/s one majori-
ty for the Republicans , the first time the county ever v/ent Republican
and it is not likely that there would be so great an increase in two
years in a southern inland county, Simila-r errors liave been foimd in
the vote in Payette and Madison Counties,
1, Chicago Tribune, October, 11th, 1860.
Int arnonvil ] n AfiYonri,.tn,Oet.
,
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on tlie twentieth of June 1861, wrote the following in his diary: "The
space of a few mileR has completely altered the phases of thoi^ht and
the forms of language. I am living among Ab olitionists, cutthroats
,
Lincolnitesjiuercenaries, foreign invaders , assassins and plundering
1
.
-,
Dutchmen," John Alexander Logan was by far the most influential pol-
itician of this part of the State, having carried his district in 1860
2
by more than 13,000 majority.
The majority of the people of the southern section in 1860 and
1861 favored the extension of slavery wherever it was profitable and
people wanted to carry it. Congressman Logan viewed the matter thus;
"The territories were bought with the common blood and money by the
common people and they are as free to the South as any other part of
the countrv. The Constitution does not restrict carrying property of
3
any description whatever upon that soil." Tlaere were imny who held
similar ideas regarding the extension of slavery.*
The people of soutiierri Illinois v/ere loyal friends of the Fugi-
tive Slave Law. Mr. Logan £aid:»Kvery fugitive that has been arrested
in Illinois or in the western states - and I call Illinois a western
state, for I am ashamed to call it longer a northern state - has been
4
arrested by the Democrats." There were many Republicans however who
were just as anxious to see the law enforced,because they did not
5
want the negro in Illinois. The Missouri Democrat and the Alton
—00—
* Northern Democrats generally admit that (slavery) it is wrong,but
still do all they can to encourage its extension. A few of them, how-
ever are more consistent. Tliey say that slavery is a divine institu-
tion and ought to be upheld. 6
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1. Rhodes, Hist. of U.S. Vol. Ill,page 408. Taken from Mr. Russell' s diary
page 332. He was a resident of Columbus, Ohio.
2. Report of Secretary of State for 1860,
3. Congressional Globe, 1859. Vol. I, page 85,
4. ibid, page 35,
5. Missouri Democrat ,November, 22d, 1860.
6. Greenville Advocate, Octob er, 4thj 1860,

Telegraph for the seventeentli and the twenty-fifth of Sep t enib er, re-
spectively
,
express strong sentiments favoring the execution of the
Fugitive Slave Law. It was even desired that a clause he inserted in
the Constitution proposed in 1862 definitely requiring this law to
he enforced. Mr.Oruelveny of Marion County submitted a clause to the
Convention which required the Legislature to pass all laws that might
be needful for the execution of the Piagitive Slave Law. He submitted
another clause which provided, that la.ws should be pp.ssed which would
effectually prohibit free persons of color from emigrating to or set-
tling in this State and also for the punishment of any person who
should steal any slave and smuggle the same into this State or se-
Crete the same on the soil of Illinois. This was especially aimed at
the Abolitionists who were beginning to be quite active in operating
The Underground Railroad in the southern and central sections in 1861.
Most of the people were intensely pro-slavery. Many men in 1860
and 1861 said that if the Government undertook to free the negroes
they would have to do it over tlieir dead bodies. Free negroes were
tolerated in this part of the State but they were often outrr^ged by
white men, either by refusing to pay them for their labor or by pass-
ing counterfeit money on them. Mr.F.M.Wollard* told me of an incident
I which ocGured in his neighborhood, of a white man forging a note on axi
industrious negro by the naj^e of George Tan and sold it for face
—00—
• Mr.F.M.Wollard was bom and raised in Bond County ,Published the
Carmi Times at Enfield in White County before the war and was well
acquainted in southern Illinois. In 1862 he resided on a farra in
Lawrence County. Mr.Wollard now resides at Fairfield and has during
the past year been engaged in special research in the National
Libraries at Washing ton,D.C,
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1. Joumal of the Constitutional Convention , 1862. Page 615,
2, ibid, page 216.

value and when Tan was sued for the note his white neighbors testi-
1
f ied that it was a forced note and he was not held liable. This was
truly an exceptional instance of justice shown by the white neighbors
voluntarily testifying in favor of Tan, Another case of moderate
treatment of a negro is cited by thr Missouri Democrat, A negro be-
longing to Colonel Baldwin at Cairo assaulted one of the pantry girls
at the St Charles, He was defended by certain parties ajnd was taken
before Esquire Shaunessy and fined five dollars and costs," instead
2
of being shot or strung up'*, said the DcLaocrat, The latter was the
usual treatment negroes received in this part of the State, All the
papers of this part of the State in speaking directly of the negro
always calle I him a «nigger', Majiy times strange negroes were cap-
tured smd taken south and the inference was that they were sold into
slavery. In a letter of M.M.Inman of Anna in Union County, to John
Pamsworth dated the second of January 1860, he states that shortly
afer the Ottawa rescue, J.B.Jones,J.Kirtley and Alex.Mo Keeny caught
a negro and kept him confined in Jones' house for several days. By
and by, thinking that an owner could be found down the Mississippi
sooner than in Anna,Mr.Kirtley got aboard the cars one morning before
day with the negro in question; and whether he had to go all the way
down to New Orleans to find an owner is not known, though he was gone
some weeks before he returned, Mr, Inman gives another example of tiie
illtreatment of negroes, "Georige Elems and Daniel Bartlet committed
an assault and battery on a negro by the name of GeorK©. They knocked
him in the head with a stone, then brought him to town and confined
him in the back of James Sone's liquor-shorj and kept him there from
—00—
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Tuesday to Thursday the week after, except what time they had him
working on the streets. Elems sold his right in t-i..e negro to Jones
for a yoke of oxen and a wagon and Jones was to pay half of the ex-
penses that Elems and Bartlet had been to. Jones refused to pay axiy
part of the expenses and Elems brought suit against Jones for the
amount. Jones employed John Dougherty as his attorney and he told
Elems that if he made Jones pay the money he would prosecute Elems
and Bartlet. The matter was compromised and dropped.
M.Bartley a delegate to the Convention of 1862 from Gallatin
County, submitted resolutions to the Convention , to be in-erted in the
Constitution. whereby the Legislature would have the power to prohibit
free negroes from coming into the State, He also proposed that at any
time any body of counties desired to remove all negroes from their
limits, they could do so by a two-thirds vote of the people and by
paying such negroes a reasonaule price for their real estate, if they
3
had any. Isaac Leith of Effingham submitted a rer.olution in which he
exjressed a desire to prohibit any transfers of real estate to ne-
groes. These evidences of the people* 3 ideas tov;ard slavery in 1860
and 1861 are only a few of those that might be enumerated.
The feeling prevailed generally in 1860 and 1861 that tlie south-
em portion of Illinois stood with the southern states and that what-
5
ever policy the South adopted would be co-operated in by the fomer.
Mr. Douglas recognized this as early as 1858 when he propounded
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certain questions to Mr.Lincoln at Ottawa in order that lie ml^ht use
Mr.Lincoln's answer^ in tiie detate at Jonesboro. The Legislature re-
alized this situation and on the eighteenth of April 1861,John M.
PalEier,Mason Brayman,Hall Wilson and John A.Mc demand were appoint-
ed as a Goiiiruittee to go to Cairo and to other points in this section,
to ascertain the condition of public sentir.ient with regard to the
rebellion. They reported that Cairo was favorable to the proposition,
that it should be treated as a neutral city where all parties should
buy and sell at their discretion. The matter being left so that these
people could trade with the South was exactly what they wanted sJid
could they have continued their trade relations with as much success
as before there would have been much less hatred for the North. A few
days later however v;hen the troops were sent to be stationed there, mal
ters presented a different appearance. Upon the landing of the troops
the people were greatly excited. The city Mayor at once advised the
officers that their presence was not necessary for either the peace
or defense of the place. The commanding officer infomed him, that he
must obey orders and should rem.ain. This did not satisfy the people of
Cairo however and it was necessary to send a detachment of two or
three hundred men up the railroad track a few miles to protect the
3
b ridges, which were threatened by some of the populace.
There were many people of the southern section f..nd especially in
the counties along the northern border, line that felt that it would
be a great calamity to ha.ve the Union dissolved and doubted whether
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1
it could be done The pexDple of the counties ra.rther south felt dif-
ferently and in Williaiuson County they actually parsed secession
resolutions.* The resolutions were passed at a public lueeting lield
in tiie court house and there was only one dissenting vote and that
i was by J. F.Ben son. '//hile this v/as the only county that really v/ent so
i far as to pass secession resolutions there v/ere others that were in
full sympathy with this one. John Palmer relates an incident which
shows that there was, in the mind of some of the legislature, from this
section, a scheme whereby southern Illinois could secede and go with
the South.** Could sruch a proposition have been voted on by tlie peo-
ple of southern Illinois,before Douglas made his last speech in Spring
field, it would no doubt have carried. The ideas of the people of the
southern section regarding secession, did not have to take the definite
fora of secession resolutions, hov/ever,for them to show their sympatl-iy
00—
* "Resolved: - that we, the citizens of Willirjuson County ,firriily be-
lieving, from the distracted condition of our country - the sajae being
brought about by the elevation to power of a strictly sectional xjarty,
the coercive policy of which toward the seceded states will drive all
the border slave states from the Federal Union. And cause thQ:ii to
join the Southern Confederacy. Resolved, that in that event, the inter-
of the citizens of southern Illinois imperatively demands at their
hajnds a division of the State, We hereby pledge ourselves to use all
me^ms in our power to effect tlie same, and attach our^3elves to the
Southern Confederacy, Resolved, that in our opinion, it is the duty of
j
the present adiJiinistration to withdraw all the troops of the Federal
!
Government tiiat may be stationed in southern forts, and acknowledge
the independence of the Southern Confederacy,believing that such a
course would be calculated to restore peace and harmony to our dis-
tracted country." 2
When pressure was brought to bear on the Williamson County peo-
ple they repealed their resolutions of secession but not willingly,
**
"April, 22d, 1861, I was on rry way from Cairo to Springfield when I
met a few members of tlie Legislature on their way to the special ses-
sion to convene, 3
April, ,:3d, 1861. Soon after I came on the train, one member of the Leg-islature handed me a scheme which proposed t.ie .iivision of the State
on tJrie line of the National road which passed through Vandalia and
t
permitting the south part of the State to Join the Conf eders.cy, I told
.him he would find himself in Jail if he urged such a scheme seriously.
1. Greenville Advocate,December, :-X)th, 1860,
2, Envin, History of Williamson County. Page 258,
Puruunal rfj^^oliactlOl^s of J.li.PaJjner.page 01
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for the Soutli. There were a number of ways in which they exprefised
their loyalty for the South and it is these that we shall consider
next.
There was a statute* passed in 1861 hy the Legislature against
traitors and the penalty for violation of the saine was attachedjhut
the people of this section did not fear this law very much when it
was to be arMinistered at the hands of their partisan friends, Betv/een
April and August there were many in this section who were arrested
1 2
for treasonable acts, **either by officers of the amy, State officers
or Federal officers. There were some acts which indicate a strong' de-
sire for armed resistance, Tnis is especially shovm in the case of
the fortifying of the Big Mudiiy bridge near Carbondale, On the arri-
val of the troops at that place, the people near there were gre-.tly
aroused amd spies were sent to ascertain their forces , location and
S
equipment ,but they were frightened when tJiey saw the cannon. No doiAbt
if they had been organized, they would have attacked tlie troops. It
--00—
Section, I. "Any person v/ho shall ?/ithin ti.iis State levy war against
the United States Government or being an adlierent to the enemies of
the United States shall by f.ome overt act give therii aid, advice or
comifort, shall be deemed guilty of a high misdemeanor and upon convic-
tionthereof shall be imprisoried in the penitentiary for a term not
less than one nor more than twenty-five years and pay a fine of not
less than five hundred nor more than ten tlaousand dollars ; which fine
shall be a lien on all the real and personal property of tlie person
so convicted, from the date of the incident,© r from the date of the
arrest, if e-rrested before indie tiiient, " 4
•* On or about the fourteenth of August 1862,A.D.Duff ,W. J.Allen,A.P.
C order, John Clernison and A.C.Nelson were all arrested by United States
officers and taicen to Cairo ,v,^here they were kept about three v/eeks
and then taken to Washington and kept in the old Capitol prison for
nearly three months and then turned loose without trial, Tliese parties
were charge;! v/ith making Rebel speeches ; with belonging to the Knights
of the Golden Circle and stirring up sedition and treason. 5
-
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1. Missouri Democrat , June, lOtii, 1861.
2. Chicago Tribune, June, 7th, 1861,
3. ibid,April, 25th, 1861. ;Ti;nvin, Hist, of Williar.i!=>on Co, Page 263,
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was considered by Colonel Prentiss, then stationed at Cairo, to be a
1
critical time and lie sent reenforcements of men and amip. Again when
John A. Mc demand sent a despatch to John M.Cunningham of Marion, in
Williamson County , asking him to assist in raising a brigade of sol-
diers,he consulted his friends regarding the matter and then refused
2
to co-operate.
In many counties of this section in the latter part of 1861, com-
panies of Home Guards were raised to protect the property and lives of
the people against desperate characters who took advantage of the sit-
uation to gratify their avarice and hatred. Such an o]ngani;/.a.tion was
formed a few miles north-west of Greenville, in Bond County, They adopt
ed a constitution and passed resolutions which was e.ccording to custom.
All seemed to be all right;but a little later it was found that sec-
ret resolutions had been passed, one of which provided that the organ-
ization was not extended to tlie service of the GovemLient , even in case
of necessity. It also provided that any person offending against their
lives or property should be dealt with by five conraitteemen, appointed
S
by thean instead of turning such offenders over to the court. Although
nothing serious came from this, yet it shows that the sympathy was
strong in favor of the South, A letter from a certain Mr.Mc Lean to
the editor of the Bloomangton Pantagraph, shows how intense the feeling
for the South was at the opening of the war. It reads as follows;
Jonesboro ,111, April, 13th, 1861,
Messrs Editors;
-
I write you from the heart of "Egypt, The news of the a,ttack on
--00—
1, Erwin,IIistory of Williamson County, page 274,
2, Greenville Advocate, September, 19th, 1861,
3, Weekly Pjintagraph, April
,
24th, 1861,
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Suin ter v/hich arrived in town thifs aftemoon,h8.s been read on the str<
comers and caused sometlaing of a Jiubub. Just now a brass band v;itli
tlie accompaniment of a large amount of bass drum has celebrated the
supposed success of the secessionists. They played a number of tunes;
but not one of them was Star Spangled Banner or Yankee Doodle. In a
county where the Democratic vote was 1800 to a Republican vote of
some seventy and where nearly all these Democrats are Buchane^n or
B reckenri j-ge Democrats, no great aiuount of sympathy with the United
1 2
States Govemrient can be expected. The display of Confederate emblems,
oO
the wearing of "Copper-Kead" badges and huzzahs for Jeff .Davis ,were
no uncommon occurence. In some places the Union flag was insulted by
4
being removed from public buildings and torn into shreads. Still an-
other indication of how much faith the people of southern Illinois '
had in the cause of the South is seen from an article contributed to
the Mobile Advertiser on the thirteenth of April 1861,by Ex-Governor
Reynolds of Illinois, in which he says, "I am exceedingly well pleased
v/ith the virtue and intelligence of the people-sustaining so fuller
and effectually the proceedings of your Confederate Congress and the
approval of the permanent Constitution. Nothing makes me ^ o proud and
BO happy as to see the brave independent people of the South cast
away forever the tyranny and oppression of Abolition fanatics of the
5
North."
The secret order of the Knights of tlie Golden Circle was tho rough
f
ly organized in this part of the State by 1860 and 1861, although there
was not so much knovm of their activities. Before the close of the
--0 —
1. Weekly Pantagraph, April, 24th, 1861.
2. Chicago Tribune, June, 3d, 1861,
Weekly Pantagraph,April
,
19tli, 1861.Mr.Mc Lean from Sandoval to Edito||r
3. Testimony of J. A.Cousley,Editor of the Alton Telegraph.
4. Alton Telegraph,May. 17th. 1861,.,
5. Chic5u<o Tribune,April,20tn,IBSl.
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1
War tliey became a militar^/^ organization. In the early part of 1862
they were "beino; anticipated in some of their attempts to control Stat^
2
affairs,* This organization W8.s quite instrumental in silencing many
loyal men by intimidation; threatening: life,burning bs.ms and grain
3
stacks
,
slaughtering hogs, sheep and cattle. John A.Logan goes a step
further and says of the Order: "Certain United States officers who
had made arrests of deserters, in Illinois,were themselves arrested
for kidnapping and held for trial by a disloyal Judge,who at the same
4
time discharged tiie deserters, though acknowledging them to be such.
• *The oath required of the memb ers , reveals quite clearly the real
--00—
* The following resolution was passed by the Convention of 1862; "That
if any member of the Convention be found found guilty of corresponding
with the southern Confederacy or having been connected with the Knight
of the Golden Circle, they shall be expelled." 5
** First Oath: -"I do now trust and solerrmly promi-e and swear that I
will not reveal any word, either of v/hat I am about to receive
,
except
it be some true and faithful brother of this order, and not unto him
or them, until after strict examination , I shall have found him or them
as Justly entitled to the same as myself , am about to be, under the no
less penalty of having my body severed in four parts; the first part
cast out at the north gate, the second part cast out at the south ga-te,
the third part at the east and the fourth part at the west gate, I
furthermore promise I will always hail and answer all signs and sig-
nals that are given me by a brother of this order, if in my power to
do so, and I furthermore promise and swear that I will protect and de-
fend all Constitutional Democrats , their lives
,
property and perp-onal
liberty from mob violance during tiiis southern insurrection, so long
as they obey the laws of the United States of America, let it come
from whatever source it may; this obligation to be binding on me as
long as the war shall last."
Second Oath: -"And I further promise and swear in the presence of Al-
mighty God and the members of tlie Golden Circle, that I v/ill not rest
or sleep until A,Lincoln, now President shall be removel out of the
presidential chair, and I will wade in blood up to my knees, as soon as
J efferson Davis sees proper to march with his amies to take the city
of Washington and the V/hite House, to do the same." 6
--00—
1. Logan, The Great Conspiracy, Page 762,
2. Journal of the Convention of 1862,Page 410,
3. Personal Correspondence of F,M,Willard.
4. Logan, The Great Conspiracy. Page 769,
5* Journal of trie Convention of 1862, Page
6," Central Illinois Gazette,November, 6th, 1861,

character of the organization. Their headquarters were in Union Couiit^'l
where they regularly assenibled in a large cave. Their work was car-
ried on under the cover of night and it v^as almost impossihle to know
just who was engaged. Mr.Wollard states that in Lawrence County, where
he lived, these men would neighbor with the Union men and southern sym-'
pathizers alike ajid at night they would ride past the Union men's
houses and shoot at them for the purpose of intimidating them. The
Missouri Democrat infers that the Order included a larKe nuiiiber of
members, J ud^ing from the excitement v;hich was created in 1861 v/hen
the United States troops passed through Mc Leansboro and Fairfield,
1
and arrested eleven of the Grand Lights of the Circle,
It is difficult to ascertain Just how ma^ny people at this period
held tenaciously to the principles of the South,but Judging fromx con-
;
servative estimates made by reliable men it would seem that about
twenty percent of the people in southern Illinois were in fell sympa-
thy with the South,* 11 o one will ever know how many went from southern
Illinois into the Conx'ederate army. But according to the St Louis
papers there were some crossing over tlie line ajid Joining, the Confed-
erate ranks every few days, from April to November in 1861. The
—00--
* General Scott cites the following inci-'ent: "The post-master at
01ney,Dr.Cullen, learned that company "D" 8 th Illinois ,h8xL organized
and gone to Springfield and he wrote a letter to the post-master at
Memphas telling him, that he suspected when that were mustered out,
they would be sent to Mernphas. He said 'be on tiie look out for them
and I hope to God you shoot every one of them in the back*. The mails
on the boats going south were cut off and this letter was opened by
United States officers and it was later sent back to Olney to a cit-
izen and I saw it."
--0 —
1. Missouri Democrat,Noverober, 4th, 1864,
2« Personal letters of the late deceased AdJ utant-General Scott of
Springfield who lived at Olney in 1860 and was in CoEipany "D" 8th
111. Letters from Judge J.C.Allen of Olney, then Circuit Judge.
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culmination of tiiis agitation finally came,when on Saturday the twenty;'
fifth of May 1861, a company of thirty-five men mustered from Marion
and CarbondalejWent to Mayfi eld,Kentucky and joined company''^" 115th
1
regiment of Tenessee. The Missouri Democrat, comiri en ting on this, said:
"The poor ignorsuit men were carried away hy excitement, little knowing
that they were sold, which they were,by their captain in Memphis , Tenn-
essee, for seven dollars per head. The l eaders of the conspiracy were
cautious enough, as they thought, not to risk themselves on this bloody
2
mission,
"
The question immedia.tely arose, as to who was chargeable with
these men going into the Confederate arruy. This occured in John Logan'
district imd as he had weilded so strong an influence over his con- ;
stituentSjpoliyically ,it v/as thought that he was the chief instigator,
Logan was not at all in favor of taking up arms against the South to
free the negroes, for he said, about the middle of April 1860,between
the fifteenth and the twenty -seventh, that he would suffer his tongue
to cleave to the roof of his mouth and his right ana to wither -and
fall paralyzed by his side, before he would ti^ke up arr/is against his
3
southern brethem, unless it was to sustain the governiLent ,so the ques-
tion hinge? on,whether he was loyal to the Union or not. It is so fre-
quently said, that if he were false to the Union in 1860, he fully
atoned for it, in the estimation of the public,by his later heroic and
valuable career,but this should not figure in the case, from the histor
ical sta-ndpoint, Logan's war career is well known and all admire that,
--00--
\1* Erwin,History of WillirUiiFon Coimty, Pages 265 et seq,
2, Missouri Democrat,May ,30th, 1861,
i3« Erwin,History of Williajison County. Page 261.
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but in 1860 and before the twentieth of July 1861,was he loyal to the
Union? It is said by those who defend Mr.Logan, that the charges are
made by his enemies, that he was in Gongres.^ when these men from the
southern section went into the Confederate ani]y,that he boldly denied
I these charges of disloyalty in the face of his accusers and that
:
southern Democrats said, that he had always been loyal. All these
statements are true in a sense,but let us notice. General Gnmt was
in Springfield with his regiment in September, 1861. Logan happened to
be there also and was introduced to Grant, whereupon he was asked if
Mr.Logan might address his regiment. He was granted the request,but
this is what Grant says he thou,ght,"it was but a few days before the
time .-.et for mustering into tue service for three years and I had
some doubt as to the effect a speech from Logan might ha.ve," General
Grant also said, that the intense sympathy of Logan's constituents for
the South and Logan's great popularity in such a district had some
2
connection. The Illinois Journal said, that Logan discoursed eloquently
on the duty of all patriots to sustain the Government in its efforts
to vindicate tlie Constitution," This is good. It is what Logsjn ought
to have done long since. It is what every consideration of honest pa-
triotism ought to have prompted him to say in his own district to his
own constituents when his words would have done some service to the
cause of his country. Instead, however, he aided s-nd abetted treason by
his stolid silence and permitted the minions of Jefferson Dn.vis to
organize soldiers in his own territory for their imlioly war upon the
Constitution, He also stayed away from the Union meetings in southern
Illinois v;hen public sentiment down there needed to be cultivated, and
--00—
1. Personal Memoirs of U.S. Grant. Vol, I,page 245,
2. ibid, page 244.
1

too he even outrafe^^ed the Constitution himself hy refusing to define
his position until his constituents openly denounced hiin as a traitor
1
and requested him to resign his seat in Congress," In an earlier issu<
of the Joumal^the editor coianents on a letter from Logan to J.A,Hayn<
of Cairo thus: "In the opening paragniph you say 'the happiness ajnd
prosperity we have so long enjoyed under the shield of the Constitu-
tion, is about to be buried in the iniaLiOUs dug by the hand of section-
al fanaticism' and then you go on to consent about the election of
Lincoln, calling him a strictly sectional candidate and iraputing to
his election all the troubles in which our country is involved and
aggravating those evils to the utmost extent of your powers of oppres-
sion,by your persistent misrepresentations of the sentiments of the
North, and the designs of the Republican party you have given to the
dis-union leaders of the South the false basis from which they have
acted upon the passions and prejudices of the people there and wroughl
2
them up to the phrenzied state which you pretend to deplore," These
are the testimonies of a friendly organ, for later the Journal spared
no means in eulogizing Logan's services. An incident is cited by the
Chicago Tribune which shows clearly the spirit that dominated Logan.
Two men by the naiie of George and Abe Sellers, who had worked one sea-
son in the Advocate off ice, had gone to Benton, in Franklin County, and
had tixken charge of a Democratic local paper and were going to change
the politics to Republican, A mob headed by "Dirty Work" Logsn,a mem-
ber of Congress , swore they i^hould not publish a Lincoln paper in
Benton, and compelled them^ to sell out at a great sacrifice or have
--00—
1. Illinois State Journal, June, 20th, 1861,
2* ibid,February, 15th, 1861,
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1
tlieir press destroyed. None or these have been enemies of Logan and y^t
their statements of the facts are the same as those presented by the
supposed enemies.
It was reported that James D.Pulley and Mo Campbell assisted the
men who went into the Confederate anijy, A short time afterwards, Pul-
ley was arrested and taken to Springfield, for trial, A certain A.P,
Corder, a citizen of Carbondale, learned this and he ina^.edlately went
to Marion, told what he heard and intimated that they were coming after
2
Logan also. That caused great excitement among Logan's friends. In
1866 John Wheatley,one of the soldiers who went into the Confederate
army, filed an affidavit in Cairo in which he said, that he was person-
ally advised to Join this ccmpany by Joiin A.Logan and that he left
Williamson Countv with the company and went with them as far as Paduca|l[i
S
and then left thern promising to return. Another affidavit v^^as made by
W.M.Davis, another of the company, at Equality, in v/iiich he states that
he joined this coh.pany under the advice of John A.Logan, Judge K.P,
Armstrong of Shawn eetown writes that he takes from his Diary and Scrap
book the following account of this affidavit, A.M.Lusk who was editor
of the Mercury at Equality said, "Davis* affidavit was a lye" and
Davis gave him a pounding and when Davis was fined twenty dollars the
belief was so strong that the affidavit was true that he and other
4
citizens contributed sixty cents each and paid his fine. Mr.Wollard
tells me that he met one of the company whom Logan was accused of
--00—
1. Chicago Tribune,Septeriljer, loth, 1860
Greenville Advocate, Septeriiber, 13th, 1860. The Advocate states
that they received their information from a personal letter from
Abe Sellers.
Personal testimony of George Richards of Warsaw,Mif? souri,
2. Erv/in, Hi story of Willianison County. Page 270,
3. ibid, page 267,
4. Diary and Scrap Book of E.F.Armstrong.
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sending South, in Kentucky in 1884 and all he could say for certain,
was tnat,"they told us that Logan would follow and comnand the
regi-
ment as soon as it could be raised,"
As to the statement that Logan's accusers never would face him,
when he denied their statements; this much must be conceded that the
attack of Judge Mulkey,of Salem r.erves as, at^least , one exception.
Logan made his strong plea for his defense in 1861,before the United
States Senate,but he fails to clear himself beyond question, for the
period from the beginning of 1860 to tlie twentieth of July 1861. It
was Logan's aim to strike terror to all whom he thought he could and
that is one reason why many men who knew of Logan's acts kept still
before him. Judge J.C.Allen of Olney says that it was generally talk-
ed in 1861, that the United States marshall caD.e to Logan with an or-
der for his arrest in one hand and a corunission in the amiy in the
4
other and he chose the latter.
An incident of great interest concerning General Logan comes to
me through the kindness of Professor Woolard which I think reveals
the real character of Logan. So far as I have been able to ascertain,
it has never appeared in print. It occured at Enfield,Wliite County in
1860, when Logaji was a candidate for reelection to Congress, during the
"Pire Eating" portion of his career. There were but few Republicans
in that section of the State at that date, and it required no little
courage on the part of a man, at that period, to openly announce himself
as such. In that vicinity lived a yoimg man by the name of Tom Markum
Markum was of a robust and distinct individuality and character;
- -0 —
1. Personal Correspondence of F.M.Wollard.
2. Personal Letter of Attorney T.E.Merritt, Salem, 111.
3. Congressional Globe, 1881, Vol. I.
4. Personal Letter from Julge Allen, Olney, 111.
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fearless, outspoken and honest regardless of consequences. These char-
acteristics evidently rendered him inmune from assault, and contributec
to his safety, where more timid men would hesitate to venture or expresb
their sentiments. There we re,probably, not a dozen Republicsjis living
in that vicinity,but Markum was there, as he would express it 'in full
force'. Logan during his speech, came down with one of those wild, un-
supported, equivocal statements, so common at that time. Markum, who
stood,paying strict attention, surrounded by Logan's followers , spoke
out in a firm, distinct voice, saying "fhat is a damned lie, sir". Logan
looked at him with his fierce, penetrating, dark eyes, as few men could
have done,but said nothing in reply, to the great surprise of all pres-
ent. He evidently read and sized up the young man thoroughly , while
Markum stood facing him, unflinchingly. Logan was elected and when the
war came on Markum answered the first call for volunteers and did full
duty as a patriot soldier until the end of the conflict. Logan entered
the army also
,
commanding a regiment. One day when he, with his army, was
encamped in front of tlie works at Vicksburg, during a lull in the con-
flict, while he was standing at the door of his tent young Tom Markum,
$hen a real veteran, as he was strolling across the field, came suddenly
in front of him. Logan looked sharply at him and then peremptorily
ordered him'come in here sir'. Ma rkton, realizing the meaning of a com-
mand from a superior officer readily complied v;ith the mandate. Inside
of the tent Logan said," see here sir,ain you the man that gave me the
the daiiined lie at Enfield in 1860?" Markum saluted, and without a
quiver answered, "Yes sir". "Well" said Logan," it was a damned lie".
lir.Wollard says that Logan told this incident to a prominent Judge of
southern Illinois and declared that he had never been so badly taken
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down in hi 3 life."
General Logan was really a strong politician and there seeins to
be little doubt, that his syuxpathies and influence were on the side
of the Confederacy until the battle of Bull's Run,when he caught sight
of the trend of affairs and realized his opportunity, and fortunately
it was for Illinois and the i^lation. His change , although he had great
influence over men, could not however restore the financial losses of
the people of southern Illinois and consequently large nui:ibers still
stood by the South. By his attitude, Logan not only did injustice to
the Union cause but he lost much of his influence,for the people felt
that he had deceived them.
The ideas of the people of this section, regarding compromise wen
especially in haraiony with the Douglas plan. They considered that
plan as the only one that coiAld lay claim to finy degree of statesman-
ship. They thought that the others were formed to square with previous
ly elabomted theories, rather than with existing difficulties. Many
however, in the early part of 1861, felt that if the Union cause won,
their trade would be lost and besides they would loose all the money
had invested in southern bonds and their hope was war and a victory
for the confederacy. A reference from the Alton Telegmph expresses
the views of that class on compromise, "Compromise; this accursed word
is again in the newspapers, and some few professed Union men are advo-
cating a settlement of our difficulties with rebels and traitors by
compromise. In the name of all that is sacred and sensible, what have
2
we got to compromise,"
00
1, Missouri Democrat,January, 1st, 1861,
2. Alton Telegraph, June, 28tn, 1861,
^ =============^^
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Although the sentiment had been almost entirely with the South,
in most counties of this section, yet there were those who were quietly
standing for the Union and awaiting an opportunity to put in practice
their belief s,hut by the time the opportunity had come, even the most
firm believers in the Union^began doubting whether it could be preser-
ved. There were those, in certain parts of this section in 1860 who
preferred to stand for the Union, however, regardless of party,but they
were people v/ho lived quite near the northern border and were from
the eastern states. Very soon after the firing on Siimter, these people
with such others as could be gathered together,had formed themselves
into Home Guards and were actually drilling for the service in case
3
they were ne-ded. quite a large number of men were coming to feel
that they had been deceived in the matter of the slavery and secession
is-ue and at a Union meeting, held in Massac County, it was recorrjr.ended
4
that Lincoln have Sx -President Buchanan hung. In some counties it was
reported that even some of the "Silent men" were not true. As a result
of this,Union meetings were held to ascertain ^ust now much force
5
they really did possess.
A Ifiboring man in southern Illinois propounded the following
questions to the Missouri Democrat: (l) Have seceding states the
right to petition the Government on account of their greivances and
have any done so? (2) Is there no remonstrance? (S) In case of estab-
lishing a southern Confederacy, are tiie finamcial interests of the
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I
border states so identical with secession states, as to require them
to unite with the southern Confederacy and what will be the effect on
arkets^ (4) What will secession do for the property value? (5) How
1
will it effect mechanics end laborers? This shows why some people
were interested as they were and also that they iesired to know what
the consensus of opinion was so that they might act accordingly.
When the news of the firing on Sumter came and the call for
troops was made and Judge Douglaswas supporting the administration so
nobly, the Democrats of this section of the State,were the most out-
spoken and were really the leaders in declaring for the Union, the
"Union as it is, right or wrong".
--00—
L. Missouri Democrat ,January , 8th, 1861,
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CHAPTER VIII.
CONCLUSIOlsr.
Now tliat war had really come to the country over tlie slavery and
secession question , the majority in Illinois was ready to support the
Union at first as well as at last. She filled her quota of volunteers
and had ruen to spare and to each succeeding call she responded nobly
and could always have sent riiore men and given more money if it had
been needed. Over 10,000 men tendered their services within ten days
1
after the call had been made,and rr^any ,b ecause they could not enter
the service in Illinois ,went to Missouri and Kentucky and entered
there so that at t^ie beginning of 1862 there were almost as many men
in the service from Illinois in other states as there were in Illinois
Illinois demanded the right to her full share of preserving our glori-
ous Union and although there were ninety-six who deserted in 1861,
most of whom v/ere from the central and southern -sections , thi s was
comparatively small. These two sections just mentioned vied with the
northern section in the patriotic work of furTiishing troops. The
noblest men in the Democratic as well as the Republican party, forgot
their political defeats* and stepped to the front in defense of the
Peoria, 111. April, 22d, 1861.
To Governor Yates:
-
\7ith your permission I will raise a regiment of 1000 men to
be ready on call. Will you accept?
Robert G.Ingersoll. 5
Mr.Ingersoll v/as a Democrat and had been lately defeated as a candi-
date for Congress. He later raised and mustered into the i=ervice the
eleventh Illinois Cavalry.
-
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country. Many who had left their homes at an hour's notice, to enter
the service of their count ry,v,ept because of the disappointment of
being refused adirdssion to their coiupanies on muster day,
mj^e fo;Llowing account tabulated from the Adjutant-General's
re^3ort-- ^or 1861 to 1866 fLows the number of those in the service
from Illinois and also the nuniber that lost their lives:
Total number in the service 225, 30C
Infantry ,185,941
Cavalry 32,082
Artillenr 7,277
Killed in battle 5,874
Died of v/ounds 4,020
Died of disease.... ^ 22,736
Other causes, '^j
This chives one some idea of what it meant to those who believed the
Union cause was right. These figures show only the loss of life,but
the expenditure of money and the destruction of property and the loss
of trade were inestimai)le. Illinois' part of the war debt alone, for
3
1861, was about |5, 000, 000,
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